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Welcome
Hello and welcome to our first fully digital 
issue. I hope those of you who are new to 
this format get to grips with the page-
turner – in my experience, the bigger your 
screen, the better the reading experience. 
My friends at BSAC have already set 
out their reasoning for this temporary 
change; let’s hope we can get back to the 
paper magazine as soon as events allow.

However, such concerns are as nothing 
compared to the challenges many are 
facing at the moment. Whether it be 

caused by the lockdown and its effects on society and business, or 
directly as a result of Covid-19 itself, people are suffering right now. 

I know that among the BSAC membership there are many professionals 
working in front line healthcare, in hospitals and care homes – I know 
I’m speaking for the entire club when I thank you for your courage 
and dedication. You are holding this country together, and the debt of 
gratitude we owe you is beyond measure. If any readers would like to 
pay tribute to a healthcare worker in their club, please drop me a line at 
simon@scubamagazine.co.uk  and I’ll find space. 

Aside from the digital format, this is a different sort of SCUBA. You’ll find 
some of our regular features have been tweaked or are on hiatus, and 
we have introduced alternative content more appropriate to the current 
circumstances. I should make it clear that any content that involves 
active diving derives from a time prior to the lockdown. 

I’m pleased to welcome back Charles Wheeldon’s Crossword (page 48), 
and John Adams of Seaways Diving has devised The Big Fat SCUBA Quiz 
to occupy our little grey cells (page 42-43).

As a last minute, crucially important addition, we also have a paper 
written by Dr Chris Edge and other diving doctors on Covid-19 and its 
implications for diving. This is complemented by a statement from BSAC 
on the current position (pages 46-49).

Finally, I’d like to draw your attention to our writing competition, SCUBA 
Shorts (pages 14-15). It has a really simple brief, designed so that we can 
share our stories and hopefully get through these dry days a little easier. 
The competition is sponsored by O’Three, who have generously put up a 
90-Ninety Tri-Lam suit worth £1,795 as the prize.

Please continue to stay safe – I look forward to reading your stories. 

Simon Rogerson – Editor
simon@scubamagazine.co.uk

In SCUBA  
this month…
	� John Adams is 

your quizmaster 
for par t one 
of The Big Fat 
SCUBA Quiz. 
An experienced 
CCR instructor, 
he is based at 
Seaways Dive Centre in Penr yn 
near Falmouth, and is a member 
of Seahawk SAC at RNAS 
Culdrose. 

	�Wendy 
Nor thway  writes 
about sur veying 
Liverpool’s 
docks. An 
Advanced Diver 
and OWI with 
Chester SAC, 
she is also the coordinator for 
Seasearch NW England. Wendy 
learned to dive in 1997 and 
has a passion for underwater 
videography. 

	� Leon R Smith 
recreates a 
‘lockdown’ 
version of the 
classic club tr ip, 
based on his 
experiences as 
Dive Manager 
with Severnside SAC in Bristol. 
Lately, Leon has been leading 
video training sessions in his 
liv ing room, co-hosted by his 
training buoy, Wilson. 

Cover photo: Rebreather diver on The Burroo, 
Isle of Man, by Simon Rogerson
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What is BSAC 
all about?
Take a look at this magazine 
and you’ll get an idea. 
Our members have a lot of fun and enjoy safe, 
adventurous diving all year round.
Oh, and it stands for The British Sub-Aqua Club: 
we’ve been going for more than 60 years.
We are Britain’s biggest dive club, with hundreds of local 
clubs run by committed divers on a non-profit basis. 
It’s not just the best way to go diving – it’s also the best 
value. And BSAC diving is not restricted to the UK – we 
have excellent clubs and schools all over the world.
BSAC is also the UK National Governing Body of scuba 
diving, representing the interests of  snorkellers and 
divers across the nation. You can learn to scuba dive with 
BSAC from the age of 12 and snorkel from the age of six.
It doesn’t matter if you’ve trained with another agency. All 
divers are welcome at BSAC clubs, and everyone can try 
our internationally recognised courses to find out why they 
enjoy such a good reputation across the diving industry. 
If you’re looking for the highest standards of training 
and wonderful diving in great company, BSAC 
could be perfect for you. Whether you’ve learned 
to scuba or snorkel on holiday, or would simply 
like to give it a go, we’d love to hear from you.

JOIN BSAC TODAY: bsac.com/joinus

FIND YOUR LOCAL BSAC CLUB:   
bsac.com/findaclub or call +44(0) 151 350 6201   

If you love diving and want to benefit from the 
best training and an international network of 
friendly clubs, you should get to know BSAC.
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NEVER HAS THERE BEEN A TIME OF 
such challenge for BSAC but equally, 
never has there been a time in which our 
clubs, instructors and members have 
pulled together to support each other so 
remarkably. 
Clubs have embraced virtual club nights, 

pub quizzes and many more creative ways 
to keep members connected and engaged. 
And in true BSAC spirit, clubs were keen to 

Sport England 
launches support 
funding for clubs
SPORT ENGLAND IS MAKING UP TO 
£195million in funding available to help the 
sport and physical activity sector, including 
clubs, through the ongoing coronavirus crisis. 
In these unprecedented times, many 

members’ thoughts will turn to the financial 
impact that this period will have on their 
BSAC club. During times of enforced closure, 
income is likely to significantly reduce while 
costs may continue to exist. 
The new Sport England package includes 

a £20 million Community Emergency 

Fund, which is now open for clubs and 
community organisations to bid into, 
with grants of between £300 and £10,000 
available. The fund has been developed to 
help organisations meet their obligations, 
in particular, fixed costs, which are no 
longer supported with revenue as a result 
of coronavirus, such as rent, utility costs, 
insurance, core staff costs, and facility or 
equipment hire.
Sport England’s Chief Executive, Tim 

Hollingsworth, said he hoped the package 
would help clubs get through these 
‘extremely challenging times.’ 

“As the body responsible for the 
growth of sport and physical activity at 
a grassroots level, we have an important 
role to play both in ensuring that we 
support those with short term cashflow 
concerns and immediate loss of income, 
as well as those facing medium and long-
term survival challenges and financial 
diff iculties. 
“We want the sector not just to come 

through this crisis but to be in a position to 
thrive again in the future and this package 
will ease the pressure on a huge number of 
the organisations who are central to that.
For more information on Sport England’s 

Community Emergency Fund and other 
support that may be available for clubs go 
to bsac.com/spor tenglandsuppor t

BSAC’s true colours shine bright
As BSAC, its clubs, and 
members continue to adapt 
to the Covid-19 crisis, 
Marketing Manager Debbie 
Powell reports on how the 
network is pulling together 
to support and innovate

share their ‘learns’ in this process for the 
greater good of other clubs.
Going from virtually no online learning 

to a full programme in a couple of 
weeks, managed almost exclusively by 
volunteers, is a significant achievement. 
Working in IT at Reading University, Dave 
Ashmore proved a real catalyst in the 
BSAC network moving to online learning. 
Dave opened up Reading University 

Sub-Aqua Club’s swiftly created online 

learning programme for other members. 
He shared his knowledge with BSAC HQ 
and even ran a couple of webinars on how 
to run training webinars! Videos of this are 
now available at  
bsac.com/instructorsuppor t
Many other clubs have been quick off 

the mark and keen to share their new 
initiatives with others. These include 
Southampton University Sub-Aqua Club, 
which is now sharing its new online learning 

SDC programme with other 
members. Clubs do not have 
to open their events up to 
other members but if they 
do, they are listed on the 
central programme at bsac.
com/trainingwebinars
As BSAC Council member 

Gerry Anderson reflected, 
“ It is wonderful to see 
how BSAC has grasped the 
nettle with the challenges 
of Covid-19. The beauty 
of BSAC training is that 

Face to face 
training is 
currently on hold

BSAC has now taken its diver training online
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New Regional 
Coach for London
BSAC HAS WELCOMED A NEW LONDON 
Regional Coach as First Class Diver 
and Instructor 
Trainer, Cameron 
Cromwell takes up 
the role.
Currently 

Diving Officer 
for Aldershot 
Dolphins, 
Cameron has 
now taken over 
the London Coaching role from outgoing 
regional coach, Gillian Bell.
Cameron, who stepped into the London 

Regional Coach fins in April, said he was 
delighted to join the team and looked 
forward to helping make a difference for 
divers and clubs in the region. 
“This is a real opportunity to make 

a personal contribution to a sport and 
club that has given so much to me over 
the years as well as an opportunity for 
my continued personal development. 
Our purpose is to support the ongoing 
development and nurturing of a safe and 
fun community of divers. I look forward to 
assisting London clubs in benefiting from 
everything that BSAC has to offer.”
BSAC Diving Support Advisor Geoff 

Bacon welcomed Cameron to the London 
team.
“ I’d just like to welcome Cameron to 

the regional coaching team and wish 
him every success in his new role. Also, 
many thanks to Gillian who has worked 
tirelessly in developing the London region 
during her time in the role.”
To contact Cameron or your own 

Regional Coach go to 
 bsac.com/regionalsuppor t

A 500-STRONG TEAM OF 
commercial divers have come together to 
offer volunteer support for NHS critical 
care teams as they work to treat seriously 
ill Covid-19 patients.
DIVERT is a project coordinated by risk 

management company AMDP Response, 
bringing together certified diver 
medical technicians (DMTs), life support 
technicians (LSTs) and offshore 
medics (OMs) experienced in 
working with gases under 
pressure. 
Coordinated by Dr 

Michael Von Bertele, 
a former director 

Commercial divers unite against Covid-19
general of British Army Medical Services, 
DIVERT aims to draw on the knowledge 
and professional networks within the 
medical and commercial diving sectors to 
offer assistance to the UK National Health 
Service.  The intention is to pool the 
divers’ knowledge and skills in hyperbaric 
life support to help where needed.
The divers are all medical technicians 

who are experts in managing oxygen 
flow. They have volunteered 
to help NHS staff 
overloaded with patients 
requiring enhanced 
oxygen supply through 
masks or ventilators.IM
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instructors are able to be innovative 
and use all sorts of techniques to bring 
a lesson to life.”
Indeed, many instructors and 

members have contributed to the 
popular new programme of special 
interest webinars. Topics covered 
have included immersion pulmonary 
oedema (IPO), various fascinating 
wrecks, including the world’s first 
mechanically powered submarine, 
and marine life talks. There are many 
knowledgeable speakers in the BSAC 
community coming forward to share 
their knowledge and expertise. Want 
to join the programme? Please email 
market ing@bsac.com with your ideas. 
BSAC volunteers have also come 

together to create a series of short 
videos designed to help members hone 
specific skills at home. These videos 
have been created as an aid to fellow 
BSAC members and are designed to 
supplement the core BSAC training 
programme. Check them out at 
  bsac.com/honeathome
Want to help? There are many ways 

in which members can help either 
their club or the organisation, through 
Covid-19. Check out ideas at  
bsac.com/cov id-19volunteer  

New online support 
Specialist  Cov id-19 related suppor t is 
now online for  all:

 �Member support at 
 bsac.com/cov idmembersuppor t
 � Club support at  
bsac.com/cov idclubsuppor t
 � Centre support at  
bsac.com/cov idcentresuppor t

 Dive with

Dave
Dave Sydenham  
considers the role of BSAC’s 
instructional top tier, the 
National Instructors
SPRING IS HERE AND THE DIVING 
season is once again upon us… except 
that it isn’t, of course. Unfortunately, due 
to the Covid-19 lockdown, everyone’s 
drysuits are, indeed, very dry.
That is not to say that all dive training 

stops however, and a great deal of theory, 
seminars and other ‘stuff’ is taking place 
online. Whether it be arranged via BSAC 
HQ, or individual branches, there is still lots 
going on. Eat your heart out Joe Wicks!
From my perspective, as National 

Instructor Chief Examiner, the lockdown 
has meant the postponement of key prep 
events for this year’s National Instructor 
Exam. Despite this, NI Candidates have 
been busy getting involved in several 
events, including piloting an online Theory 
Instructor Exam, and helping develop an 
online learning hub.
Among the key attributes of being a 

National Instructor is the ability to ‘adapt 
and overcome’, to take whatever is thrown 
at them and still be able to teach. On NI 
Prep events, the candidates are often 
pushed out of their comfort zone and 
challenged to teach in situations less 
familiar to them. That is certainly the case 
now!
Often, we find ourselves without all the 

familiar instructor resources, with nothing 
prepared, but still with eager students keen 
to learn. We must then come up with novel 
and different approaches to delivering 
quality lessons in the most unexpected of 
situations.
Rather than worrying about what we 

don’t have and can’t do, we focus on doing 
what we can with what we do have.
The world is certainly changing, and 

what it may look like on the other side is 
uncertain. Our branches and instructors 
at all levels have shown an amazing 
positivity and ability to be 
disruptive, imaginative 
and innovative in the 
most challenging of 
circumstances. These 
are all characteristics 
of National Instructors 
and I’m very, very 
impressed!
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WITH COVID-19 AND THE NECESSARY 
social distancing putting a temporary 
end to group gatherings, BSAC branches 
around the country are getting creative 
when it comes to keeping their weekly 
club nights going.
Thanks to the magic of technology, 

virtual club nights are taking off, giving 
club members the chance to meet, plan, 
learn, socialise, and raise a beer or two 
together from the safety of their own 
homes. With a host of video conferencing 
platforms enabling clubs to remain 
connected during the current lockdown, 
SCUBA catches up with three clubs who 
are virtually keeping the BSAC spirit alive:

Chesham SAC
Aiming to recreate their usual club night 
in Amersham, Chesham SAC opted to 
use Skype to bring their membership 
together. After a few trials online, club 
Chair John O’Hanlon said the first virtual 
club night was a great success. 
“At our last physical meet-up we agreed 

to do as much as we could to keep our 
dive community together in whatever way 
we could. We’ve just had our first virtual 
club night, re-enacting the ambience of 
our local meet-up location by having a 
beer/fine wine/scotch/crisps with us. It 
was really good to get together and see 
that we were all ok.”

New kit discounts 
for members
FOR THOSE IN THE MARKET FOR 
buying new kit, please check in with 
the BSAC Kit Partners at bsac.com/
kitpar tners  to see if you can save. There 
are a few updates…
Donegal-based Anchor Dive Lights  

has extended its offer of 10% across its 

entire range and has thrown in the offer of 
a free first aid kit or beanie (worth £30) on 
orders over £199. This offer extends until 

the end of May. 
Anchor 

Dive Lights 
specialises in 
reliable and 
affordable 
primary dive 
torches and 

video lights (for Go Pro and similar).  
The company has proved a hit with 
members to date. Howard Rawson, 
Advanced Instructor at Selby Sub-
Aqua Club, said: “Not only are the 
products better than advertised but the 
service is second to none. Very highly 
recommend any of the Anchor Dive 
Light products.”  
More info and how to claim offer at  

bsac.com/anchordivelights

Virtuosity rules as club 
nights thrive online 

Top Tip:   We decided Skype was more 
likely to have been used our membership 
at some point in time, free on WiFi, doesn’t 
require a smart phone or major IT skills to 
use it.

University of Nottingham SAC
Missing their weekly attempt to become 
quiz champions at their local pub, University 
of Nottingham SAC have taken their quizzing 
skills online. Using Zoom, around 25 
members are now regularly taking part. 
“ It was fairly straight forward to set up, 

but we did a couple of test runs to make 
sure we were happy with the platform and 
format of the quiz,”  says quiz coordinator, 
Peter Dix.
“ It’s really important for us to keep 

connected as a Uni club, many of our 
student members have had courses cut 
short this year and gone home early, 
so the quiz is one of a handful of things 
keeping them engaged and hopefully 
ready to dive with us in the future.”
Top Tip:   Organize people in small groups 
so they spend the evening talking with 
team-mates rather than sitting answering 
questions on their own. bsac.com/pubquiz

Holborn SAC
London-based Holborn BSAC were keen to 
keep their members motivated during the 
lockdown, so took the whole of their club 

night online. They now meet virtually once 
a week for theory training, before letting 
their hair down with a fun social.
Staying connected, said club Chair Mark 

Brill, is essential. “We come together 
because of our passion for diving, but 
we’re much more than that. We are a 
community and friends, so it’s important 
we’re there for each other. 
“Our Zoom backgrounds have also 

become something of a competitive sport. 
It started with some members finding a 
photograph of the pub we meet in and 
they ‘sat’ in our usual room. Each week it’s 
got more outlandish.”
Top Tip:   Make each session into a bit of an 
event so you can ensure there is something 
for your members to do and a reason to 
join in. 
For more ideas on how to keep your club 

members connected go to 
bsac.com/clubsuppor t

Chesham SAC

Holborn SACUniversity of Nottingham SAC
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The lowdown on BSAC Plus
AT THIS TIME OF LOCKDOWN, MEMBER BENEFIT SCHEME 
BSAC Plus has seen an upturn, as perhaps members have more 
time to capitalise on the savings on offer. Many members have now 
been asking more questions about BSAC Plus and how it works.
The BSAC Plus service is available to all members and their 

families. BSAC Plus is a discounts scheme offered to all UK 
members, offering savings on many things including a whole host 
of online shopping outlets. It’s not just the big brands that offer 
savings – BSAC Plus includes deals with more than 4,500 local 
independent retailers. 

It’s easy to get started…
1.  It’s free to join and your bsac.com login details work on the 
BSAC Plus website. Simply go to bsac.com/bsacplus and click on 
the red ‘Go straight to BSAC Plus’ button.
2.  On your first visit, you will be asked some questions on what 
you are interested in. This will enable the website to keep you 
posted on offers relevant to you.

Most useful features
1.  Search facilit y  
The BSAC Plus website is pretty intuitive but the search box (top 
right) is a great way to get around the BSAC Plus site. If you shop 
regularly at the same place, just pop it in the search box to find 
the offers with that retailer or brand.
2.  Gift  cards w ith cashback 
You can order gift cards with various brands, load them with 
money and then start spending as normal, just using the gift 

The whale shark 
atomic age test
DATA FROM COLD WAR ATOMIC 
bomb tests have helped scientists 
crack the puzzle of ageing the world’s 
largest fish. Slow-moving and docile, 
the actual life span of whale sharks has 
been a long-held challenge for marine 
biologists as they work to protect the 
endangered species. But now, thanks 
to the legacy of atomic testing from the 
late 1940s, they believe they have the 
answer. 
They are using the presence of 

an atom type - an isotope called 
Carbon-14 left behind in the 

A great supporter of BSAC and British 
diving, O’Three is now offering 50% 
off base layers with the purchase of 
an O’Three drysuit. British company 
O’Three creates world-class drysuits and 
wetsuits, perfectly suited to UK diving. 
With its experienced and dedicated team, 
O’Three has grown into an established 

market leader, 
putting quality 
neoprene 

innovation and service at the very core of 
everything it does.
More info and how to claim offer at  

bsac.com/othree
Need another fleece for kicking around 

your home and garden? Cotswold 
Outdoor  has extended its 15% discount 

for BSAC 
members to 
the end of the 
year. The same 

discount and extension have also been 
applied to RunnersNeed and Snow + Rock, 
sibling brands to Cotswold Outdoors. The 
discounts can be used in store or online.
Cotswold Outdoor has one of the most 

extensive and comprehensive ranges 
of outdoor clothing, equipment and 
accessories offering more than 250 top 
quality outdoor brands.
Access your discount code via  

bsac.com/cotswold

card to pay (you can still use any loyalty cards such as Nectar 
or Tesco Clubcard) either online or in-store. The cashback 
generated builds in your online account and can either be 
transferred to your bank account or used to top up your 
cashback cards. There are nearly 80 brands with cashback 
offers, from B&Q, Boden and National Trust to Nike. There is up 
to 6% cashback with supermarket brands ASDA, Iceland, M&S, 
Sainsbury’s, Tesco and Waitrose.
Marketing Manager Debbie Powell said “Many members have 

become regular users of the scheme and are saving enough 
to cover their membership several times over, but many more 
could also be saving. The best advice for members considering 
using it is to log on and have a go at saving with the outlets you 
already spend regular amounts of money, such as supermarket 
shopping. Then once you’ve got the hang of it you can apply it 
to more shopping you are already doing.”

atmosphere and subsequently absorbed 
by every living thing on the planet - to 
more accurately date the whale shark. 
Previously, scientists counted lines 

in the vertebrae of dead whale sharks, 
similar to the rings in trees, to estimate 
the age. But now, by knowing the rate of 
Carbon-14 decay and using it as a marker, 
scientists can more accurately age whale 
sharks. 

The older the animal, the less 
Carbon-14 will be present and by 
using this marker, scientists believe 
whale sharks can live for up to 150 
years. Speaking to the BBC, Dr Mark 
Meekan, from the Australian Institute 
of Marine Science, said the results of 
the study represent a positive move 
forward for the protection of the 
whale shark. 
Whale sharks are classified as 

endangered because of over-fishing. 
By being able to accurately estimate 
the age of whale sharks, the scientists 
will now be able to provide more 
accurate guidance on how well a 
population is doing and whether any 
fishing can be allowed.
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Can the UK’s diving 
charter businesses 
survive the lockdown? 
Simon Rogerson reports
DURING THE LOCKDOWN I HAVE BEEN 
interviewing charter boat operators to 
ask how they are coping with the loss 
of business. Ironically, the start of the 
season came at a time when conditions 
in many parts of the UK were at their best 
for years, especially around the South 
Coast. However, charter boats could not 
make hay during the Spring sunshine, 
as it became clear that any form of 
recreational diving represented a break 
of the lockdown.
BSAC has already made 

representations to several government 
and sporting bodies, to make the point 
that diving charter businesses have 
slipped between the cracks of relief 
funding.  Of the businesses I have 
spoken to, several had opted to furlough 
employees but were holding on in the 
hope that something of the 2020 season 
might still be salvaged. UK charter 
services are run on slender margins, with 
a large proportion of business tied up 
getting the boats ready for the season. 
One owner I spoke to said that they 

were asking clients to roll over deposits 
to next year instead of cancelling 
and asking for money be returned. 

A cruel season
Conversely, a charter company from 
the South West said that some of their 
bookings were cancelling outright 
because of economic insecurity caused 
by the lockdown. 
Another boat owner/skipper told 

me that rolling deposits to 2021 
amounted to building debt into their 
system, and that groups might first 
consider claiming back on their holiday 
insurance. “Rolling over a deposit just 
embeds debt into the system,”  he 
said. “People are claiming back as if 
we were holiday companies with ABTA 
protection and comprehensive business 
insurance.”
Therein lies the problem. British 

divers are accustomed to full bonded 
protection on their overseas holidays, 
but UK trips are run on a more informal 
basis, which has kept prices down over 
the years. Aside from a few standard 
terms and conditions, agreements 
between boats and divers have been 
largely on the basis of goodwill between 
the two sides. ‘You say, you pay’ sounds 
like a no-nonsense principle, but it is 
open to different interpretations. 
Now, with both sides being squeezed, 

the UK’s charter fleet facing a struggle 
to survive what is turning into a cruel 
season. In cases where the boat is 
fully paid off, or where the owners 
have alternative income streams, the 
threat is perhaps not quite as pressing. 
However, in some cases an owner may 
have invested large sums in the run-up 

to the season, simply to get the boat 
ready for paying guests.
I have chosen not to name the 

skippers I interviewed, on the basis 
that our conversations included 
personal financial information. Each 
of them is facing a slightly different set 
of challenges, but they all predict that 
2020 will see the demise of some charter 
operations. 
If true, this will be a blow for the UK 

diving scene. Even though many clubs 
pride themselves on independent diving 
using RIBs, the pleasure of going out 
with a professional skipper on a spacious 
platform with a hydraulic lift and an 
endless supply of hot tea is not one we 
should take for granted. 
Also, I believe it is fair to say that the 

majority of exploratory technical diving 
in the UK takes place from a hard boat. 
In short, this is not a commodity we 
can afford to lose – our charter boats 
play a pivotal role in the UK dive scene 
and, where possible, we should take a 
sympathetic approach to negotiations in 
the months ahead. 
With the caveat that everyone has their 

own financial and personal pressures, 
it’s important to communicate with your 
charter skippers, to keep up a positive 
dialogue and remember that both parties 
are under pressure. Where at all possible, 
try to postpone rather than cancel. 
Remember, these guys have had to pay 

most of their costs up in advance, and 
they already have to take the vagaries 
of British weather into account. Try 
to be understanding and remember 
that whatever shape we’re in when 
restrictions are lifted, long term goodwill 
is a key currency on the UK dive scene. 

Marine Protected Areas – no escape from litter
A NEW STUDY HAS REVEALED THAT MARINE PROTECTED 
Areas are just as vulnerable as non-protected areas of coastline 
to human rubbish and pollution. 
The study by Marine Conservation Society (MCS), Natural 

England and the University of Exeter included 91 Marine 
Conservation Zones, 256 Special Areas of Conservation and 89 
Special Protection Areas (for birds).
The research identified plastic as the main form of litter 

found, with MPAs in the South East (Kent) and South West 
(Cornwall and Devon) having some of the highest levels of 
shore-based litter. 
Laura Eyles, MCS Beachwatch Manager, said the study shows 

how marine plastic pollution respects no boundaries. “What 

this study highlights is how long-term data from Beachwatch 
can provide vital evidence in helping to understand the 
problem, and that MPAs don’t necessarily protect important 
habitats and species; an even more powerful message to stop 
litter at source.”
Dr Sarah Nelms, of the University of Exeter, said the work has 

shown that MPAs, which often contain sensitive marine habitats 
and species, are exposed to litter much in the same way as 
non-protected sites: “MPAs have no physical boundaries so, to 
protect them from any potential impacts of litter, we need to 
take a whole-system approach and reduce the overall amount 
of litter being released into the environment.”
The study was funded by Natural England and ExeMPLaR, 

a multidisciplinary plastics research hub led by the 
University of Exeter. The paper is published in the journal, 
Environmental Pollution. 



Below: A dense aggregation of rosy feather-stars in Plymouth Sound

If you’ve ever had marine life attach itself tenaciously to your drysuit as 
a reminder you’ve got too close to it, 
there’s a good chance it was one of 

these attractive critters. I hope you took 
care as you removed it, because feather-
stars deserve our respect. They have 
been around a long, long time, have an 
extensive fossil history reaching back 
several hundred million years and are 

Paul Naylor assesses 
a well known UK 

critter that can become 
attached to those with 
poor buoyancy skills

Feather-stars
Antedon bifida, Antedon petasus 

and Leptometra celtica

CRITTER CONFIDENTIAL thought to be the most primitive of the 
echinoderms (meaning ‘spiny-skinned’), 
the group that also contains starfish, 
brittlestars, sea urchins and sea cucumbers.
Feather-stars have the characteristic five 

arms of many of those relatives but each 
arm forks so close to its base that it looks 
like ten. The resulting ten feathery arms 
are extended upwards to catch suspended 
food such as plankton and general 
detritus. The arms and side branches are 
kitted out with tiny tube feet that catch the 
particles and flick them into the grooves 
that run down each arm. In the groove, the 
food is then transported by beating hairs 
down to the central mouth which is on the 
top of the feather-star, opposite to starfish 
and brittlestars where it is underneath.
While the arms are busy catching food, 

the job of clinging onto the seabed, kelp 
stems, sponges or the odd passing diver 
is left to the claw-like appendages on the 
underside of the feather-star. These are 
called cirri and are worth a close look 
because they are a good way of confirming 
the identity of our three species. 
The very common rosy feather-star 

(Antedon bifida) has about 25 short cirri, 
while its close relative Antedon petasus 
has 50 or more. The latter species is 
also larger, mainly found in the north, 
‘tidier-looking’ because the feathery side 
branches are more neatly arranged and 
often has more definitive stripes on its 
arms. The Celtic feather-star (Leptometra 
celtica) has an even more marked northern 
distribution, as its name suggests, and has 
extremely long cirri compared to the other 
two species.
Feather-stars generally stay anchored 

in one spot but can walk very slowly or 
make an occasional journey by sweeping 
their arms up and down in a wonderfully 
graceful but rather ineffective swimming 
motion. Where there is an aggregation 
of the rosy feather-stars, another of my 
favourite sights is of butterfish prowling 
amongst them, peering upwards to spot 
and snaffle small shrimps that are hanging 
out around the forest of arms swaying 
gently in the current.
Feather-stars have separate sexes and 
the females brood the fertilised eggs until 
they hatch into free-swimming larvae. On 
settling, the larvae attach themselves to 
the seabed with a stalk until developing 
further so that the cirri can take over. 
Corkwing wrasse feed on the breeding 
parts of feather-stars (ouch!) while other 
fish and seabed grazers such as urchins 
may also munch on them in general. 
As long as the damage isn’t too severe, 
feather-stars can regenerate their missing 
parts, a useful skill when you are so fragile 
but have long-term ambitions. 

SCUBAHUB
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THE COMPETITION THE PRIZE

 Sponsored by O’Three

Friends, there’s no finer time for a writing 
competition. We’ve plumbed the depths 
of Netflix, we’ve fallen down bottomless 
YouTube holes and shared endless memes of 

kitted-up divers in supermarkets. Now it’s time to 
unleash our creativity. 

As divers, our stories are part and parcel of our 
culture. We visit the places most people cannot 
go; we bring back our stories and we tell the world. 
Now the time has come to inform – and entertain 
– each other. Humour, horror, humanity or hubris 
– it’s all fair game if you’ve got a story you can tell 
quickly and succinctly. 

We’re looking for short stories inspired by your 
time underwater, no longer than 400 words. They 
can be fact or fiction; reportage or rant. You can 
present a serious scientific proposition; tell the 
world about a great diving experience; or explain 
just why diving is so special to you. Those 400 
words will be swallowed up pretty quickly, so you 
must keep your writing tight and to-the-point. 
Think ‘vignette’ rather than ‘epic’. 

The rules – we are looking for a 350-400 word 
story, fact or fiction, that involves diving and/or 
the underwater world. We ask that you respect the 
privacy of your fellow divers, and present material 
that is suitable for a family magazine. Stories 
should be written in good faith, with no intention 
to humiliate or hold fellow divers in contempt. 

Entries should be submitted via email to SCUBA 
Editor Simon Rogerson simon@scubamagazine.
co.uk  , either on an attached Word document, or 
written onto the main message. Please make it 
explicitly clear whether your story is fact-based or 
fictional. 

We hope to make the competition last as long 
as our diving lives are compromised, but for now 
please treat Monday 8 June as your deadline. 
SCUBA reserves the right to edit all the entries for 
style and typographical errors. 

We’ll publish as many of your entries as we 
can, and if there’s a lot left over we can look at 
publishing them online. Now please, let’s share our 
stories. 

SCUBA
Shorts
Tell a story in 400 words 

Win a O’Three
90-Ninety Tri-Lam
drysuit worth

£1,795!



Terms and conditions
The sponsor, O’Three, has undertaken to 
provide the winner with a 90 Ninety Tri-
Laminate Drysuit – off the peg, made to fit, 
complete and ready to dive. Please note, 
this is not a made-to-measure drysuit, and it 
will not include any additions or accessories 
added to the suit. The prize is valid until 
31 December 2020. No exchange or cash 
equivalent, and the suit will be provided to 
the winner of SCUBA magazine’s writing 
competition only. The winner will be chosen 
by a panel of judges – SCUBA’s Editor Simon 
Rogerson and columnists Michelle Haywood, 
Yo-Han Cha and Kirsty Andrews.  
Entries should be sent by email to  
simon@scubamagazine.co.uk by Monday 
8 June. No more than one entry per 
person. The judge’s decision is final and no 
correspondence will be entered into. 
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We’re not messing around 
here – our winner will receive 
the much-praised new 
Tri-Laminate drysuit from 

this competition’s official sponsor, 
Portland’s masters of drysuit diving, 
O’Three. This is a prestigious, premium 
quality suit from a respected company 
with a proven track record in keeping 
divers warm and dry in the most 
demanding environments. 

This suit derives its name from the 
idea that today’s adventurous divers 
want drysuits they can wear on global 
expeditions, from 90.0000°N to 90.0000°S. 
A fully spec’d, size large 90-Ninety hits the 
scales at just over 4kg, or 3.7kg if you get 
the soft socks option. 
During its development, O’Three 
reinforced key areas internally and 
externally, so that the suit will meet the 
demands of an experienced cave diver 

and still be suitable for any recreational 
diver. Made of high stretch Rip-Stop 
Trilaminate, it has a number of quick-
replace systems to choose from, 
including Si-Tech’s ‘QUICK’ neck ring and 
KUBI’s wrist / dry glove fitting. 
The suit comes complete with a quality 
suit bag; a changing mat; vented semi-
dry hood; Jollop wrist seal lube and 
Zip Tech solid zip lubricant. You know it 
makes sense!  



Find our video library online at 

bsac.com/honeathome

New video series 
Dive skills to hone at home

A new video series has been created by volunteers with bite-sized videos 
demonstrating skills that can be practised at home. The series, which will grow 
over time, covers a range of topics including:

• Entry-level videos for beginners including assembline and disassembling kit

• Equipment care demonstations

• Dive planning

• Underwater photography and videography

• Decompression / technical diving

• Navigation, position fixing and knots



A happy place
In a time of uncertainty, Kirsty Andrews can draw upon  
some golden memories to stay in a positive frame of mind

JOIN ME IN THIS SCENE. I AM 
suspended, mid-water in a green and 
vibrant sea.  It is towards the end of 
my dive and, on my way to the sur face 
from a dive of exploration, I have some 
minutes to pause here en-route home. 
I breathe in and I breathe out, slowly, 
again, and again. I close my eyes. The 
pink string of my SMB is next to me, 
connecting me to fresh air above water, 
but I have taken care with my buoyancy 
on the way up so I have that wondrous 
feeling of weightlessness. 
The sea holds me, supports me as I 

drift in a gentle current.  I open my eyes 
and watch tiny planktonic shapes move 
effortlessly around me, some barely 
visible to me but I know they are there. 
I savour this feeling of suspension: 
it is like the freedom of flight that 
sometimes I feel in my dreams. I may be 
wearing a cylinder or two or three, and 
a drysuit, gloves and hood, but I feel 
unencumbered, calm and at one with the 
ocean that surrounds me.  How lucky I 
am.  How confident and at home. I am a 

tiny dot in a vast, boundless, powerful 
body of water, but I feel the sea has 
accepted me and is gently looking after 
me until it is time to head home.
I have another moment to describe.  

In this moment the sun’s rays are more 
penetrating and cut through the clear 
water like the fingers of God. They shine 
through blue shallow water that is afire 
with countless orange and pink anthias, 
so appealing as they continually move 
in mesmerising patterns and shapes. 
Behind and below them, a healthy, 
vibrant, colourful reef of hard and soft 
corals is overflowing with life. The water 
is pleasantly warm on my skin. 
The more I look, the more I see. 

Tiny crabs and blennies filling even 
the smallest holes. Coral polyps 
gently opening and closing.  Pairs 
of butterflyfish, angelfish or cheeky 
pufferfish symbolise couples’ bliss as 
they meander along the reef, and vast 
shoals of silvery fish form baitballs, 
glittering as they glide past, pulling 
tightly together for protection as they 

tempt trevallies towards a quick meal.  
Through this astonishing scene I drift , 

feeling so privileged to be able to witness 
life at its most beautiful. If I concentrate I 
can hear sounds too - the pops and clicks 
and vibrations of this raucous collective. 
It is the Red Sea that I am thinking of, 
and this has been the scene for many 
happy memories for me.  The reefs have 
a special place in my heart, as you can 
probably tell, and it’s also a place where 
I’ve had some great times with various 
friends over many years; laughing and 
living and sharing the fun.
These are real, cherished memories for 

me, and they are also experiences that I 
draw upon when I need to. They are my 
diving happy places. Thinking of them 
brings me comfort when the stresses of 
my job get a bit much or when I need to 
clear out negative thoughts and refocus.  
As I write this, the world seems a bit of 
a scary place.  I hope that you too have 
your diving happy places and that they 
can bring you some calm and happiness 
when you need it most. 

XHYXNAME
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Danger man
Yo-Han Cha’s thoughts turn to the supposed  
perils of the sea, real and imagined

I RECALL THE FEARFUL WORDS OF 
the Ocean Diver’s parents: “We’re 
scared you’ll be eaten by Humboldt 
squid off Scotland!”
There’s often massive 

misconceptions and ignorance in 
the non-diving world about life 
underwater, but that last statement 
is the among the most laughable I’ve 
had levelled at me. The most common 
question I get asked is: “Aren’t you 
scared of sharks”  – No. The second 
most common question is: “Are there 
sharks in the UK?”  – Yes, then cue the 
first question. I guess there’s a fear of 
the unknown that extends to the sea. 
The media and Hollywood with their 

sensational journalism and films about 
sharks don’t help. The Humboldt squid 
statement may have also been partly my 
fault.
It started when one of the newly 

qualified Ocean Divers was trying to 
convince her parents to let her go on 
my club’s Easter trip to Mull instead 
of whatever it is non-diving people do 
around Easter. Her parents were initially 
objecting due to fears that their precious 
daughter would be eaten by sharks. 
When she told us this during our weekly 
pub night, we all laughed and I may have 
made an off-the-cuff remark that it’s not 
sharks that I’d be scared of seeing, but 
Humboldt squid. 

And it’s true! I’ll admit that 1.5 metre-
long intelligent animals that hunt in 
packs and are known to be aggressive 
to humans do scare me. If you’re getting 
concerned, they live in the Pacific, so not 
a danger if you’re diving in the Sound 
of Mull. The following week, much to 
amusement of the club, this off-the-
cuff comment made its way back to the 
aforementioned Ocean Diver’s parents 
and was returned with interest.
When we’re scuba diving, most of the 

life underwater is harmless. Even the 
life that has teeth and could potentially 
hurt us (sharks), would rather swim away 
than confront us, especially if I’m trying 
to take a photo of them. But we should 
still treat them with care and respect. You 
never know what may be waiting for you 
out there. 
You see, there’s one animal out there 

that cut me deep. Deep enough to 
show that blood really does look black 
underwater, and prompt the guide to 
joke that they’d use me to chum the 
water for sharks. It happened on my first 
boat dive when I was learning to dive and 
although I had been warned about this 
animal, there was a lot going on. It was 
my first boat dive, everything was still 
very new and I forgot the warning and 
I now have 1cm scar on my finger as a 
reminder of how sharp barnacles can be.
I had been warned to be careful when 

descending the shot line as there were 
barnacles growing on it and that they 
were sharp, but the new diver that I was, 
I was gripping the shot line for dear life. 
I don’t know when my finger got sliced, 
I only noticed when I got to the bottom 
that there was black stuff (it took me a 
second to realise it was blood) coming 
out of my finger (I was really excited to be 
scuba diving).
So, if you are apprehensive about how 

the life underwater will interact with 
you or you need to reassure loved ones 
about an upcoming dive trip, don’t worry 
– the ‘scary’ ones with teeth are most 
likely to flee, but treat all life with care 
and respect, especially those dastardly 
barnacles! A barnacle filters plankton, oblivious to Yo-Han’s wandering fingers
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Testing the gas flow with an 
anaesthetist wearing the mask

Stripping and modifying the masks

IT WAS THE ITALIANS THAT STARTED 
it. Driven by desperation to help more 
Covid-19 patients struggling to breathe, 
doctors at Gardone Valtrompia hospital 
asked engineers at Isinnova to help print 
an adaptor to fit onto Decathlon snorkel 
masks. The news started to circulate on 
social media and we received a call from 
our local hospital. 
To be honest, I’d seen the video, but 

my personal aversion to full-face snorkel 
masks meant we don’t stock them in 
our dive centre and don’t allow them to 
be used in our branch either. So, a quick 
phone call located a mask that I could steal 
from one of my instructor team (who had 
obviously ignored my feelings about the 
masks) and off I went to meet the doctors. 
The concept is quite simple. Remove 

the snorkel. Create an adaptor that allows 
oxygen tubing to be connected via the 
central port of the snorkel and feed 
oxygen at slightly higher than ambient 
pressure to flow into the mask. The 
oxygen enters the eye pocket of the mask. 
From there via two mushroom valves 
there is one-way flow into the oro-nasal 
pocket. The positive pressure drives the 
oxygen into the patient. When the patient 
exhales, the inflow mushroom valves pull 
shut and the exhaled gas leaves via the 
two exhale tubes that route round the 
side of the mask and back to where the 
snorkel was.  
Each of these snorkel masks has 

another mushroom valve at the bottom 
to allow water to drain in normal use. 
We removed the cover and turned 
that valve around. This means the 
valve closes as the patient exhales and 
exhaled gas loaded with viral particles 
is forced into the filter. We discussed 

The full face 
mask solution

Michelle Haywood  
has been involved in 
adapting full-face snorkel 
masks for use in treating 
Covid-19 patients

blanking this valve off, but decided that 
should the oxygen supply fail for any 
reason, the inverted valve would open 
when the patient inhaled and allow 
them to breathe ambient air. Not as 
good as oxygen, but better than nothing 
to breathe at all. Given that these 
patients are being closely watched, we 
considered that this would only be a 
temporary situation while the oxygen 
feed was reconnected. At least patients 
wouldn’t be ripping their masks off.
The doctors had tried ordering masks 

but it was proving impossible. As a dive 
centre, we put out a social media appeal 
and within four hours had more than 100 
offers. It took a few hours to drive round 
picking them up. Masks were left on 
doorsteps so that we stayed away from 
people and everything sprayed down 
with Chemgene spray to make sure it 
was safe for us to handle. It turns out 
Chemgene is not just for rebreathers! 
In less than 24 hours we knew we had 
enough masks to make this project 
work. Now we needed the adaptor.
The Italian team had published their 

version of the adaptor… but it didn’t fit 
our hospital systems, and it didn’t fit the 
mask very securely either.  Some of the 
Isle of Man’s engineering firms with 3D 
printing capabilities were approached 
and within three days the design had 
been refined four times. The masks 
we had collected were handed over 
to the engineers so they could make 
the measurements and check their 
modifications. And they started on 
designing a second adaptor for use with 
the Das Meer type of mask. These were 
the commonest brand we had collected 
and because this same mask was made 
under different brand names, being able 
to use these masks was a big step up in 
ensuring enough masks were available.
The Isle of Man 3D printer files were 

uploaded to be shared around the world, 
allowing medics to use as many snorkel 
masks as possible to support patients’ 
breathing. This system provides a key 
step for patients that should reduce the 
need for ventilation. We’ve finally found 
a good use for these masks. 
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Find the full programme online at 

bsac.com/specialinterestwebinars

Special interest webinars
A programme of special interest webinars is now available online for our members 
to tune in and learn something new about the underwater world we all love. Plus, 
catch up on anything you’ve missed with recordings!

• Webinars hosted by field experts, many of whom are fellow members

• Topics vary and have included wreck diving, marine biology and diving physiology

• Advice on how to host your own special interest webinar

Photo: Bob Anderson



IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, ONE IN 
four adults are diagnosed with a mental 
health problem each year. Depression, 
anxiety and post-traumatic stress 
disorder are common among all groups 
in society, but despite increasing public 
awareness, suicide remains the main 
cause of death of men aged 15-49 (NHS 
England). This article will focus on 
depression, but often low mood and 
anxiety occur together.  
Many curveballs in life can make us low 
in mood, whether it is a bereavement, 
financial strain, relationship diff iculties, 
giving birth or work stress. These low 
periods often resolve after a few days 
to weeks, allowing us to return to our 
normal activities.  

Depression can have many physical and 
emotional symptoms: 
• Persistent sadness for weeks to months
• Loss of enjoyment of activities 
previously pleasurable 
• Loss of hope 
• Reduction of appetite
• Poor sleep 
• Diff iculty concentrating and making 
decisions
• Lack of sex drive 
• Thoughts of self-harm or suicide

If you think you are depressed, the first 
thing to do is contact your GP. They will 
be able to direct you to specialist support 
teams and start treatment if needed. This 
may include lifestyle changes, talking 

therapies and medications. If you are 
currently having suicidal thoughts then it 
is important that you seek help urgently, 
call 111, the Samaritans or go to the 
nearest emergency department. 

What about divers with depression?
Active depression can affect a diver’s 
ability to function underwater.  If they 
lack awareness, are struggling with 
concentration or suffering with anxiety, 
this can compromise decision-making 
and lead to safety measures being 
forgotten. If a diver has lost all hope, feels 
worthless and is actively suicidal, it is 
clearly not sensible for them to be diving. 
For these reasons, someone with active 
depression is not safe to go diving. 

I take an antidepressant tablet every 
day and I no longer feel depressed, 
can I get back in the water?
Once the depression has lifted, whether 
this is because of talking therapies or 
medications, a diver may be fit to go back 
in the water. Many people find diving 
very therapeutic, saying it improves their 
mood significantly. To ensure a diver is 
ready to get back in the water they will 
need to see a diving doctor first.  
During the appointment, you will discuss 
your mental health, any treatment 
received, and if there are any lasting 
effects on your day-to-day life. You may 
be required to get supporting evidence 
from your GP about how your mood has 
stabilised. 

The Mind:

Depression
Dr Daisy Stevens addresses the insidious nature 
of depression, and its implications for diving

This page is produced with DDRC Healthcare, specialists in diving and hyperbaric medicine www.ddrc.org

Just because you are on medications does 
not necessarily mean you cannot go diving. 
There are some medications which are 
considered safer than others. 
The difficulty with medications, regardless 
of their indication, is the effect of pressure 
on their function.  Some have been shown to 
have a greater effect at depth, others have 
additional side effects or no change at all.  
Certain medications can increase your risk 
of nitrogen narcosis, or oxygen toxicity, 
while others could increase your risk of 
bleeding (which worsens barotrauma and 
decompression illness). 
The important thing is to be stable on 
whatever treatment you have agreed with 
your GP for at least three months, and 
then your diving doctor will help explain 
the individual risks of each medication, 
and if necessary apply limits to your 
diving profile to ensure you are as safe as 
possible.  

I have just stopped my antidepressant 
medication. Can I go diving now? 
It’s great news that you feel better, but 
it’s important not to suddenly stop your 
medication and without guidance from 
your GP. It might be safer to dive while 
taking an antidepressant if it controls your 
symptoms compared with stopping your 
medications allowing symptoms to recur 
just because you want to go diving. 
All being well and after at least six weeks 
following stopping the antidepressant, it 
might be safe to get back in the water – 
speak to your diving doctor! 
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Chat Please keep

submitted letters 

to no more than 

200 words

Lockdown lowdown
Weather conditions were favourable – bright 
sunshine, a bit of a breeze, but no waves or 

swell. Tide was not an issue and entry and 
exit were straightforward.
During the buddy check, my friend did 
raise some concerns about losing me in 
what looked like poor viz, but we discussed 
the separation protocols and allayed all 
fears. We agreed that he should navigate 

since this was his home territory and my 
navigation skills are renowned.  I have often led 

my buddies on the ‘scenic’ route, though in my 
defence it’s always been a much more memorable 
dive than doing the same old territory every time. 

Dive 1:  Buddy check done, Norman the gnome and 
me ready to dive in. Decompression wasn’t an issue 
as at no time would we deeper than 3 metres, never 
mind 6 metres [or 6 inches to be honest].  

Dive 2:  Me checking the bearings on my compass to 
the pinnacle.

But it was not to be, as soon as we got in, I stirred 
up so much gunge at the bottom of the pond, there 
was actually a risk of losing my buddy.

Dive 3:  The viz has plummeted!

So out we came, at least we had tried.  We even got 
a round of applause from the neighbours.  And I 
was very happy that after three weeks of lockdown I 
could still fit in my drysuit.

Hope everyone else is managing to cope with not 
being able to dive, one way or another 
ANNE BUCHAN, Ellon Sub Aqua 
Club, Aberdeenshire

Send your letters to simon@scubamagazine.co.uk

Each month we will be featuring a selection 
of your letters with our monthly star letter 
receiving a fantastic prize. 

Every month, the best letter wins 
an Aqualung i200C, an intuitive, 
watch-style dive computer with 
four operating modes. Wirelessly 
manage your dive data and settings 
on your mobile device via the 
computer’s Bluetooth connectivity. 

WIN THIS 
COMPUTER!

THE PRIZE

For more Aqualung goodness, 
go to www.aqualung.com 
Aqua Lung’s UK staff are currently 
working from home during the 
COVID-19 lockdown, so delays may 
occur in sending out prizes.  
Thanks to all for your patience.

A tribute to Alan Parker
Wirral Sub-Aqua Club is mourning the loss of a 
long-time member, honorary member and dear 
friend. Alan Parker sadly contracted Coronavirus 
and died on 16 April, leaving behind a wife, three 
daughters and four grandchildren. 
Alan was born in Manchester, but his family 

moved to Birkenhead where he attended a local 
school. He studied auto mechanics at Carlett 
Park College, qualifying as a Motor Mechanic and 
becoming a well-respected mechanic and engineer.
He joined WSAC in 1996, transferring from Branch 5, and 

immediately fitted in with the membership of that time. He 
was a very enthusiastic diver and an accomplished boat 
handler. He loved diving in Liverpool Bay and would organize 

dives there, coxing club boats and later his own 
RIB, taking it all over the UK on club diving trips. 
The most important thing in Alan’s life was 

his family. Having bought a static caravan near 
Caernarfon so that the family could spend 
weekends near the sea, he took them out in his 
boat for picnics in the Menai Straits. He was an 
excellent diver coxswain and even after he gave up 
diving due to an injured nerve which affected leg 
movement, he still encouraged fellow members to 
use his boat for club dives.

His enthusiasm was boundless, as was his generosity and 
friendliness, and he had a delightful, if sometimes wicked, 
sense of humour. He was a real asset to WSAC and we will all 
miss him greatly. 
WIRRAL SUB-AQUA Club
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Call the Midwife! 
I want to thank BSAC for its fantastic instructor development 
programme. Not only has it hugely improved my diving, it 
has also helped transform my career as a midwife.
I have been a midwife for many years and a diver for six. 

When I learned to dive I was struck by the similarity between 
midwifery and dive instructing: both require patience, 
empathy and excellent teaching skills. Both midwives 
and dive instructors support people to go through a 
transformative process  - becoming mothers or divers.
As I have progressed through the diver grades to Dive 

Leader and Theory Instructor, I have continued to be struck 
by this similarity and by how many transferable skills dive 
instructing brings to midwifery. Doing the IFC gave me many 
insights to take back to teaching midwifery students and 
leading antenatal classes. As a result of this I was offered 
a job as Parent Education Midwife at my hospital and have 
completely transformed the classes we offer to expectant 
parents. The format I have used is strongly influenced 
by BSAC’s instructor materials. The feedback has been 
excellent, inspiring me to successfully apply for a post as 
Assistant Lecturer in Midwifery at the local university. Thank 
you BSAC!  Sophie Hastie, Stratford on Avon BSAC

The march of time
For many years, like many other people I have purchased 
the standard black Casio F91W LCD watch because it 
is cheap, does the job and lasts for ages. I f ind that the 
weak point is the strap, which tends to fail after five or 
six years – but the watch carries on. Having been raised 
in Yorkshire I am reluctant to throw a working watch 
away, so I gave it to my friend Craig to stick on his boat’s 
console as a dive timer. 
This week Craig took the cover off his beloved boat for 

start of season preparations and low and behold, the watch 
sat there smiling at him and still telling the right time. 
Absolutely amazing! I reckon that this watch is now 11 or 
12 years old. Most of that time spent under a damp humid 
tarpaulin or exposed to direct sunshine or salty spray from 
an unforgiving North Sea. Our club boat, Hull BSAC14’s Sea 
Eagle, now sports my last watch, whose strap failed about 
three years ago. Let’s see how long that lasts.
So next time someone flashes their expensive Omega 

Seamaster or similar extolling its virtues, then tell them 
about the humble Casio available for a snip under £10. 
I have used these watches on countless pool training 
sessions and shallow beach dives in Cornwall with no 
impact on the watch. Perhaps I have been lucky, or 
perhaps it is the best watch in the world!
TONY HODGE, Diving Officer, Hull BSAC 14
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Diving with the Dolphins
In 2007 l decided to walk up to my local dive school and 
enquire about some scuba diving lessons. The Dudley Dolphin 
guys booked me in for a try dive two weeks later and it all 
went fantastically; they agreed to train me and l haven’t really 
looked back since. Within three and a half years l reached Dive 
Leader and Open Water Instructor status. 
I was a very active diver and helped with pool and open water 

training once qualified. I became a very well liked and respected 
club member, and everyone wanted to train with me, both 
young and old, which was very gratifying to me personally.
I even managed to do some open water training with a couple 

of students that were having a particular hard time mask 
clearing. This couldn’t be achieved at club and regional level, 
but l managed to get this particular task completed with both 
students! I also won Diver of the Year at the annual meeting. 
Before I took up diving, l was at a very low point in my life, 

so this has been my journey. l have made so many friends and 
really turned my life around. These skills l have adapted to my 
personal and professional working life and I’m so proud of who 
and what l have become. It just goes to show that if you really 
try you can do almost anything.
KEITH GROVE, Dudley Dolphin BSAC

Diving Fever
I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky,
And all I ask is a diving boat and a GPS to steer her by;
And the wheel’s kick and the wind’s song and the outboard motor purring 
And a grey mist on the sea’s face, and a grey dawn breaking.
I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the running tide
Is a wild call and a clear call that a diver may not deny;
And all I ask is a calm day with the white clouds lying,
And the gentle spray and the white spume, and the sea gulls crying.
I must go down to the seas again, to the exciting diving life,
To the gull’s way and the dolphin’s way, where the wind’s like a dreaded knife;
And all I ask is a gentle jibe from a laughing fellow diver,
And quiet sleep and a sweet dream when the long awaited dive is over.

GERRY BROWN, Newry and Mourne BSAC 

Notes from the 
front line
Here’s a picture of one of our 
members, Dr Steve Scott, who is a 
consultant of Respiratory Medicine 
at the Countess of Chester Hospital. 
Like a lot of NHS workers, he has 
been on the front line in dealing 
with Covid-19, last week he himself 
contracted Covid-19, but after five 
days at home is now getting better 
and will be going back as soon as 
he gets the all clear.
DAVE PARRY,  
Diving Officer, Chester SAC

Training in lockdown
You can’t keep a good club down, 
lockdown or no lockdown. We might be 
self isolating but that hasn’t stopped 
both Steve Payne and myself cracking 
on with some theory for club members.
Obviously we can’t go to our local 

pool or dive sites, but WhatsApp 
helps fill the gap. We’ve been covering 
some Ocean Diver, Sports Diver, Dive 
Leader, Advanced Diver and soon to 
start the theory for the Accelerated 
Decompresson Procedures. All this 
has been done via a voice link and 
going through the VAs together on our 
computers. Oh, and a bit of chart work, 
although holding a Portland Plotter 
and dividers isn’t quite the same as just 
saying “ look at these”.
Still we are making the most of our 

time so when we eventually can get 
back to our club nights it’s pool training 
all round, got that theory stuff and the 
tests out of the way – let’s get wet!
DAVE PLUMB, Coventry BSAC 58

Wetsuit wonders
I absolutely love diving, having started in March 2018 with 
Sub C Divers, I am now a Sports Diver. I was told if you 
can dive in the UK you can dive anywhere – they weren’t 
wrong. Before the lockdown, I went to Zanzibar and used 
my wetsuit rather than a drysuit; I felt so free. When I 
was diving I was overcome with joy at what an amazing 
underwater world we have. However, I do love diving in the 
UK too – we have so much to see and my next trip is to the 
Farne Islands, to dive with seals. 
MELISSA HALLIGAN, Sub C Divers

�

I changed the words to John Masefield’s poem 
Sea Fever to give a little light relief for these times: 



Practically all Guildford’s diving 
takes place from two large rigid-
hulled inflatable boats (RIBs). It’s 
usually a hive of activity and with 

nearly 20 trips in the 2020 calendar, you 
can tell that members love going diving. 
However 2020 is going to be a different 
year for all divers across the world. 
When I spoke to the club in early March, 
I wanted to hear about the club’s recent 
successes and it wasn’t yet clear exactly 
how the novel coronavirus known as 
Covid-19 was going to affect us all.

Where are you based?
We meet on Tuesday evenings at the 
Guildford Waterside Centre beside the 
River Wey in the historic Surrey town of 
Guildford. Pool sessions take place at 
Guildford Spectrum Leisure Complex on 
the edge of the town. Many members 
are from the surrounding Surrey and 
Hampshire area. We also have distant 
members in France, Denmark and Malta 
who regularly join us for our events and 
diving.

Guildford 
Sub Aqua 
Club
Guildford Sub Aqua Club is BSAC branch 
number 53, so you can tell it is long 
established. But age hasn’t slowed it 
down. Interview by Kristina Pedder

LOCATION: Guildford, Surrey
MEMBERSHIP FEES: £186
k Reception Officer 07787 141 857
j www.guildford-bsac.com
F Guildford Sub Aqua Club

How many members do you have?
At the start of 2020 we had 101 members, 
topping 100 for the first time in five years. 
Eighty per cent are diving members, the 
rest are social, dual club or life members. 
We have five junior members aged 
between 15 and 17; the majority fall into 
the 35 to 65 age range.

What kind of divers are they?
Our latest stats show: six First Class 
Divers; 20 Advanced Divers; 22 Dive 
Leaders; 24 Sports Divers; 12 Ocean 
Divers; and 15 OD trainees. We have 10 
more divers doing Dive Leader training 
and four prepping for First Class Diver.

That is a fairly unusual 
distribution of diver grades…
Yes, we have a lot of First Class Divers, 
Advanced Divers, Dive Leaders and 
Instructors. We are lucky to have a strong 
core group of members who are always 
making things happen. We have recently 
had a large influx of Ocean Divers, which 
is fantastic news, and we also have a 

number of tech divers so the area of 
interest we cater for is broad. We are 
keen to attract divers from all ages and 
levels. It’s non-stop at Guildford BSAC.

How do you keep in touch 
with members?
A weekly ‘Diving Officer’s Shout’ takes 
place by email every Tuesday to give 
current news, updates and reminders.  
WhatsApp is used for coordinating 
training groups and trips. We also have 
a social media presence, with public 
and private Facebook pages. 

What training do you offer?
We have access to a shallow pool and 
a deeper four-metre pool too: ideal for 
all types of training. We run diver-grade 
training over the winter and then do 
the associated open-water training as 
soon as possible after that. At present 
we encourage all our Ocean Divers to 
do Sports Diver training automatically. 
Also our instructors continually run 
Skill Development Courses, such 

Members loading the 
RIBs at Porthkerris

Alex Day enjoying 
a dive in South 
Cornwall
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as mixed-gas blending, advanced 
decompression procedures, chartwork 
and navigation. We also do training for 
maintaining our trailers (not a BSAC 
course but very popular).

What does your instructor 
team look like?
We have: two National Instructors; six 
Advanced Instructors (and four assistant 
AIs); 13 Open Water Instructors (and two 
assistant OWIs); three Theory Instructors; 
10 Assistant Diving Instructors. Our 
NIs also work in regional teams and 
a group of instructors, including our 
Training Officer, work on the national 
Instructor Training Scheme. Snorkelling 
is something we are working on at the 
moment: some members have recently 
qualified as Snorkel Instructors and we 
wish to build the membership. 

Where do you go for open-
water diver training?
We visit quarries, such as Vobster Quay, 
Wraysbury Dive Centre and Cromhall 
Diving Centre, but on most of our sea 
dive trips someone is receiving training, 
especially at the higher grades.

What has the club achieved 
in the past year?
It’s been an exciting year for Guildford 
BSAC. We completed numerous training 
courses over the winter months, with lots 
of members achieving Sports Diver and 
Dive Leader grades. And we were a hive of 
activity all year round. We ran a full and 
active social calendar, as we love to have 
fun in and out of the water. We have quiz 
nights and race nights that help to raise 
money for new kit and more recently a 
brand new engine. We regularly invite 

visiting speakers to give talks: last year 
we had a brilliant presentation by Mark 
Paisey about his incredible expedition 
to find the Highball bouncing bomb, and 
one of our members who raced in the 
Clipper Round the World Race shared his 
pain and pleasure in a presentation. 

What do you do in the 
wider community?
Guildford BSAC supports local charities 
by entering the Guildford Lions Raft 
Race every July. The past two years we 
have won a prize; it’s a great family day 
out and is very popular, although the 
crew get soaked with water bombs. We 
also organise an annual RNLI day, when 
we take the boats into the middle of 
Guildford High Street for fundraising and 
to raise awareness. The public always 
gives very kindly to this great charity that 

A sunny day and a RIB full of happy divers – what more do you want?

Training at Guildford’s Spectrum diving pool Members practising rope work at the clubhouse
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is so important to divers, and the boats 
are a huge source of interest for budding 
scuba divers. It’s also a great way to 
raise awareness of the diving club within 
Guildford.

How frequently do you dive?
Our year planner for 2020 shows at least 
two dive trips a month throughout the 
season. In 2019, we achieved 893 dives, 
and we had 60 individuals diving.

What does your diving 
calendar look like?
We dive all year round, but the bulk 
of the diving takes place from April 
to October. We visit the South Coast, 
from Porthkerris in Cornwall to Selsey 
in Sussex. But we also venture out to 
Lundy Island off the north Devon coast, 
plus St Abbs and Seahouses in the North 
East. The majority of the diving within 
the club is recreational, but we do have 
a growing number of members doing 
technical diving with a handful of them 
on rebreathers. Most club diving is from 
the club RIBs.

Do you book any charter boats?
In 2020, we only have four hard boat 
charters booked. Last year, for example, 
the club took part in Normandy 75 aboard 
Skin Deeper. This was an ambitious BSAC 
diving event that aimed to bring together 
clubs and divers over the space of a week 
in the summer to dive some of the war 
wrecks lying off Normandy’s beaches to 
commemorate the 75th anniversary of 
the D-Day landings. Members also took 
part in Scapa 100 on a trip to Scapa Flow 
to commemorate the 100th anniversary 
of the scuttling of the German High Seas 
fleet.

Tell us about the club boats…
We have two RIBs a 6.5m Humber and a 
7.5m Tornado, one with a single engine 
and one twin-engined. We manage our 
resources carefully, there is always some 
kit or something that needs to be bought 
for one of the boats, and our equipment 
team works tirelessly in the boat shed 
mending and fixing things. We had 
planned to take a boat on the inaugural 
Thames Boat Run on the 18 April, which 
would have been a fun day out, but 
coronavirus put a stop to that. 

Coronavirus has disrupted club 
activities all over the world 
We are all thinking differently now, but 
what were you planning for the future?
Our aim as a club is to increase our 

membership for all ages, to train more 
instructors, to have even more dive 

trips. We are fortunate to have everything 
a club could wish for and with committed 
members, a great venue to meet in, and two 
boats to dive from, we are ideally placed to 
achieve it. 
Since the coronavirus struck, we have 

been active in safeguarding our members; 
our Diving Officer cancelled training shortly 
before BSAC sent out the advice to cancel 
pool training. We are, however, going to carry 
on and do all the lectures for our students 
using online facilities. Once we are allowed 
to, we’ll fit in the pool sessions and practical 
lessons. We know some our trips have been 
cancelled, but when we can, we want to go 
diving again and support the industries that 
enable us to enjoy our seas. 

A view of Dartmouth while out with Falcon Diving Charters

Sarah and Lizzie raising money for the RNLI in Guildford High Street

Lorna Nye swaps cylinders in Pembrokshire Chris Rickard and Philippa Elliott on the way to Normandy

Brothers James and Cian Hughes at Vobster
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BSAC has been looking at ways of 
embracing technology to deliver 
additional online value to members 
for some time, National Diving 

Officer Dai Atkins said in a recent blog 
post. The recent spread of the virus 
known as SARS-CoV-2, which causes the 
disease Covid-19, has changed the world, 
restricted our social activities and made a 
move online all the more immediate. Now, 
the club has stepped up to the mark. 
As you might well have found at work 

in recent weeks, interactive meetings 
or seminars conducted over the 
internet, called webinars, are becoming 
commonplace. The evolving online 
learning plan at HQ has three main 
threads: supporting clubs and centres to 
deliver their own webinar theory lessons; 
delivering centrally organised theory 
lessons; and developing an integrated 
online learning platform. The idea is to 
make plenty of content available to keep 
our much-loved sport in members’ minds. 
Any online training offer can, of course, 

provide a foundation of knowledge, but 
diving is a practical sport so, to varying 
degrees in the Diver Training Programme 
(DTP, diver grade training) and Skill 
Development Courses, there will always 
be skills that need to be taught face to 
face. So some areas of training are more 
suitable for online delivery than others.
From virtually no online learning a few 

short months ago, there is now a growing 
programme of training webinars and 
special interest webinars online, led by 
BSAC and managed, almost exclusively, 
by BSAC volunteers. Members have been 
signing up to attend in their droves. So 
what is out there for clubs, centres and 
members?

From the centre
For several years the Diving for All Dive 
Managers and Buddies course has been 
delivered as a paid-for online course. This 
works because the course contains theory 
sessions and no practical skills. BSAC has 
continued to take an event-based 
approach to expanding its online offering. 
An online training hub has recently been 
set up in the Training section of its website 

E-learning and BSAC: an introduction
Advanced Instructor Kristina 
Pedder navigates the new 
corridors of learning as she 
gets to grips with BSAC’s 
new webinar culture

Cara Nicholson of 
Edinburgh Uni is 
looking forward 
to a return to 
supervising pool 
training (above)
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Reading Uni 
members 
pre-lockdown, 
on a trip to 
the Farnes
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E-learning and BSAC: an introduction
bsac.com/onlinelearning . Here you’ll find 
programmes of training webinars and 
special interest webinars, alongside the 
more traditional online quizzes and skills 
videos. Members can book onto a webinar 
session in much the same way as a 
real-world event, and all the webinars are 
now free - bsac.com/trainingwebinars.
You’ll find diver grade training webinars 

on the list. Branches excel at delivering 
their own Ocean Diver and Sports Diver 
training in house, but many find they 
have a much smaller audience for Dive 
Leader and Advanced Diver, so these have 
been the first to be provided centrally, 
on the programme of events. Here’s a 
shout out to the early adopters who have 
thrown open their own club events to 
all: Edinburgh University Sub Aqua Club; 
Reading University SAC; and Stowe SAC. 
On a practical note, BSAC has opened 

up the purchase of DTP training packs 
to individual students, direct from the 
online shop. Branches should advise 
students exactly what they need, when 
they sign up to online training, and HQ 
will keep a record of packs sold and 
advise branches of purchases.
The coaching scheme and the regions 

are also involved in providing taster 
sessions for traditional Skill Development 
Courses (SDCs) such as Accelerated 
Decompression Procedures and Boat 
Handling, to give members a chance to 
see if attending these SDCs, when they 
are back on offer, is for them.

Want to DIY?
Also in the online training hub you’ll find 
support to help clubs and centres deliver 
online training for themselves. Reading 
University Sub Aqua Club was an early 
adopter of e-learning technology and has 
shared its experiences with the rest of the 
club. Some 30 students attended an early 
Reading Uni webinar, and 370 have 
registered for the latest. In a blog post, in 
the News and Blog section of bsac.com, 
Instructor David Ashmore explains how 
important his club felt it was to keep 
some cohesion while we all spend time 
apart, in isolation. You might be worried 
about investing in software, and how to 
use it, but as David explains, there are 
various options that are free to use. 



Useful functions 
to look for are:
 � Being able to share your screen to 
present slides to the audience.
 � A text chat option. If everyone in the 
session uses their microphone it gets 
very noisy, very quickly and it can 
become difficult for the instructor to 
be heard.
 � Having other instructors participating, 
to help field questions in the text chat 
during the session.

The club prepared a detailed guide 
for participants on how to take part, 
including screenshots to make everything 
self-explanatory, and this helped avoid 
technical hiccups in the first session.  
For the rest of us, the Reading Uni team 

also ran a couple of webinar tutorials, 
through the BSAC event programme in 
early April, explaining some simple ways 
for clubs to run lectures using these tools, 
and they were recorded for uploading 
to the online training hub. The team 
covered the main how-to points, and tips 
to make things a little easier to manage 
for the presenter and to make things look 
a whole lot smoother for the audience. 
Just as with any training, audience 

engagement is key and they also 
demonstrated some additional methods, 
such as using polling software to run pop-
quizzes or creating surveys afterwards, 

Work station set up for e-learning with Edinburgh University BSAC
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to test knowledge transfer in a more 
meaningful way. More how-to tutorials 
covering how to use the more popular 
platforms, as well as their pros and cons, 
will follow from David. All of this might 
sound very daunting to some, but it is 
really achievable for most clubs. 

Advice for clubs 
and centres
There’s plenty of advice about online 
training – for clubs and centres – to be 
found on the BSAC website. Most theory 
training can be moved online if you have 
the simple types of resources mentioned 
above. Some classroom-based lessons, 
however, such as resuscitation skills, 
chartwork and gas analysis for nitrox use, 
are heavily oriented to practical activities 
and are not suited to the most common 
forms of remote learning. 
Video content integrated with 

instructor interaction can be a valuable 
medium for training if carefully planned 
and used. Video clips are best kept brief 
to illustrate one key point at a time rather 
than used as a continuous stream. In 
this way, it may be possible for some 
lessons to cover the theory using online 
resources in preparation for subsequent 
face-to-face student practice. But 
instructors will need to ensure that 
they keep track of what gaps need to be 
covered later.
The only limits to how you deliver 

training content online are your available 
resources, student access and the 
imagination of the instructor team.

BSAC’s hints and 
tips for setting up 
remote courses
 � Try having more than one presenter. A 
change of voice helps with student 
attention and provides some variety. 
It also allows for one instructor to deal 
with chat messages and in-module 
questions.
 � It can be more difficult to keep a 
student’s attention with remote 
delivery, so consider breaking a lesson 
up across multiple sessions.
 � Be familiar with the delivery platform 
you are using and practice before 
presenting to real students.
 � Plan how you will check for transfer 
of knowledge. This might be through 
questions or simple exercises that you’ve 
pre-prepared or could be scenarios that 
your students undertake as ‘homework’ 
for more advanced courses.

 � It’s easier to make it interactive if you 
keep the group small.
 � Prepare clear guidance for students 
on how to join or sign in to a 
presentation.
 � Take a roll call to keep a record (a 
second presenter can be helpful 
here) – it is also worth confirming 
that all students are still present at 
the end of the session.
 � Use any facility to record the 
presentation to allow you to review 
and consider improvements for the 
future.
 � Recorded presentations can be 
reviewed by students for revision 
purposes but are less effective for 
new students as they will lack any 
interaction possibilities.

Above: Screen grabs showing BSAC’s 
online learning and webinar offerings

Above: Reading University’s Ocean Diver trainees enjoy a pre-lockdown pool session
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Keeping qualification 
records
So, students can be reassured that 
they can continue training, despite the 
temporary ending of traditional club 
meetings. As well as staying in touch with 
your own Training Officer to see what 
your club is offering, have a look at the 
programme on the online training hub. 
Bear in mind that, in these fast-paced 
times, it is updated almost daily. If you 
find a course that interests you and is run 
by another club, there is no reason not to 
get involved. Out of courtesy, remember 
to inform your Diving and Training 
Officers of the training you propose to do.
Members, and Diving and Training 

Officers, might be worried about how 
attendance at online sessions is logged 
for qualification records. By using 
registration via the events system, BSAC 

HQ captures names and membership 
numbers of participants, and offers a 
report form for each event, which can be 
checked against attendance by the event 
organiser. Another how-to offer from 
Reading Uni will cover the use of Google 
forms to collect the attendance data. 
Student and instructor details are sent to 
HQ, and the completed training is added 
to members’ My BSAC online records. In 
this way, at any time, a student’s training 
record can be checked and Diving 
Officers can have the confidence to sign 
off qualifications. 
Moving exams online is more 

challenging. Jim Watson, Safety and 
Development Manager at BSAC, says 
the HQ team is working on providing 
that “ trust element”  that would assure 
Diving Officers, and Training Officers at 
students’ parent clubs of the integrity 
of any online system. Jim reminded me 
that in Ocean Diver training, provision 
exists for instructors to assess students 

after each theory module. The best model 
is to assess what you taught last week at 
the start of a theory session, then teach 
the next module, while others mark the 
assessment. In this way the instructor 
team can immediately identify and 
address any areas of concern. At present, 
the other diver grades still require an 
80 per cent pass mark in a final exam, 
although assessments could possibly be 
held orally via a video link, if integrity and 
security can be ensured.
Online learning is a growing area and 

BSAC is working on further support for 
members, clubs and centres. It is worth 
keeping an eye on the online learning hub, 
as new stuff will appear there first. In the 
end, the only restriction to delivering or 
receiving online learning is not getting 
involved. And after all, getting involved is 
what BSAC club members do best, to make 
our club the biggest dive club in the world. 
For more information on the Online Training 
Hub go to bsac.com/onlinelearning 

Above: Stowe members in pool training mode Above: Stowe divers unfurl their banner in the Red Sea

Above: Stowe Sub-Aqua Club members on a trip to Silfra, Iceland
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What’s up, dock?
Wendy Northway, Seasearch Coordinator for North West England, has 
followed the regeneration of Liverpool’s docks with a scientist’s eye

Above: A flounder, Platichthys flesus, in Duke’s Dock
Below: A colonial tunicate, Botryllus schlosseri,  
on edible mussels in Collingwood Dock
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My interest in docks stems from 
my work as north-west England 
coordinator for citizen-science 
project Seasearch. This is an 

area of the UK that is vastly under-dived 
and thus under-explored, and with great 
potential for new and useful marine 
habitat data collection. One of the few 
places we are able to access for diving is 
the dock complex in Liverpool, which is 
filled with brackish water and a wealth of 
marine life. 

Old docks, new docks
The history of the docks stretches back to 
1715; when the Old Dock was built it was 
the first commercial marine dock in the 
world. Over the next 200 years Liverpool 
built more than 50 docks, stretching seven 
miles from Seaforth in the north to Dingle 
oil terminal in the south. Ships arriving 
at Liverpool carried cargoes such as 
cotton from the Americas en route to the 
cotton mills of Lancashire, so the docks 
were pivotal in the Industrial Revolution. 

Indeed, the success of the docks led to 
the growth of the city. As ships got bigger, 
hulls got deeper and this was ultimately 
the downfall of the Old Dock. New docks 
were commissioned and the Albert Dock 
complex was opened in 1846 by the 
prince himself. This was the first enclosed, 
non-combustible dock warehouse system 
in the world. It was also the first structure 
in Britain to be built entirely of cast iron, 
brick and stone – significant still today as 
the fireproof Grade 2 listed buildings are 
ideal for leisure purposes.
These innovative docks were, sadly, 

short-lived as again, advances in the ship 
industry simply meant the docks became 
too shallow again. By 1920 there were 
almost no commercial ships sailing into 
the Albert Dock, and the warehouses 
were only used for storing goods carried 
by road, barge and rail. The dock was 
finally closed in 1972. The 1980s saw 
regeneration around the waterfronts, for 
leisure purposes, and that is the heart of 
the diving today. 

I f irst dived the docks nearly 20 years 
ago as a Novice II, which in today’s terms 
is like an Ocean Diver but not quite. It was 
easy back then. The club decided to dive 
on New Year’s Day and we just rocked up 
in a fleet of cars, parked on the slipway 
and dived in. I remember one bit of 
advice I was given: if you see any plastic 
bags, don’t look inside them. That for me 
epitomised the opinion that divers had 
about diving the docks. This view is very 
misguided now and I really want to turn 
this attitude around. As a tourist location 
and one that is open to the general 
public, water quality has to be of a very 
high standard. At best, tourists do not 
wish to see/smell turgid, stagnant waters 
as they sip their skinny lattes; at worst, 
they don’t want to need a stomach pump 
should they accidentally fall in. 

Permitted to dive
It is not as simple to dive the docks 
nowadays, but dives have been carried 
out at Duke’s, Salthouse, Collingwood 

Above: Shore crab Carcinus maenas in Duke’s Dock

Below: Seasearchers Sarah Whatmough and 
Joanne Langan getting ready at Duke’s Dock

Above: Red algae colonises an old bike
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An aggregation of moon jellies, 
Aurelia aurita, fills the water column

PHOTO:  TONY  G I LBERT
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and Nelson Docks. With health and 
safety in mind, the harbourmaster will 
only allow diving with a licence, which I 
have through my work with Seasearch. 
I also need to submit a risk assessment 
and give due notice to dive. On the day, 
I’m only allowed three cars down the 
slipway, which is no problem as there are 
adjacent car parks, but this is a far cry 
from the dozen or so cars we had back 
in the 1990s. I also need surface cover at 
two ends of the docks ensuring divers do 
not stray outside of the allocated area. To 
that end, we throw small pebbles at the 
divers and hope Joe Public doesn’t get 
the idea that he can do likewise and hurl 
boulders down at them.  

Entry into the waters can be 
challenging – it looks easy but a heavy 
covering of algae makes for a slippery 
entry, hence one of the first jobs is to go 
to work with a broom. It is a very surreal 
experience diving the docks as the 
Beatles Museum is just across the road 
and frequently we enter the water to the 
refrain of Octopus’s Garden.
So what’s it like? We do see a fair 

amount of rubbish: there are traffic cones, 
umbrellas and tiaras, shopping trollies 
and high-heeled shoes. An old bike had 
also been dumped there, which has been 
gloriously colonised with red seaweeds 
and mussels. There is also treasure. Stefan 
found a 20-quid note – the coffees were 

on him that day – and Tony found a fiver, 
which he duly donated to the RNLI. Then 
blow me, the next time Stefan dived, he 
found a tenner. I plan to dive with him next 
time. But the true treasure is the marine 
life that lives in the waters of the docks.

Invaders from the Irish Sea
So how did life emerge and flourish 
within the docks? Briefly going back to 
1982, the docks had lain idle and thus 
had silted up so they were dredged 
to a depth of three to six metres and 
filled with water from the Irish Sea at 
high water spring tides, basin by basin; 
from the Albert Dock moving south to 
Brunswick Dock. They are topped up 

Above: Edible mussels in Duke’s Dock
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from the spring tides every two weeks. 
Use of the Mersey, once the main source 
of water for the docks, was minimised, 
as it is heavily polluted with domestic 
and industrial effluent, by only allowing 
vessels to leave or enter at high tide. 
The dock walls would have been bare of 

life at the start. In the first five years after 
dredging, encrusting bryozoans – small 
colonial animals that form thin layers on 
substrates – were the first inhabitants 
to colonise or foul the dock walls. Most 
significantly in 1988, a heavily settlement 
of edible mussels Mytilus edulis occurred 
in the docks coinciding with a large 
volume of water exchange taking place. 
They were most dense in Albert Dock, 

which had been filled with water for the 
longest period. Initial settlement of M. 
edulis was very prolific: starting at some 
1,000 individuals per square metre, then 
stabilising at about 500 individuals per 
square metre. They were very successful 
as their major predator, the common 
starfish, was absent.  
The bryozoan provided a secondary 

substrate for amphipods, which are 
small crustaceans related to shrimps 
and polycheates or worms. Other sessile 
feeders such as Botryllus schlosseri 
were most commonly found to be 
attached to the mussel shells. These are 
very important for filtering the water: 
amazingly these tiny animals will f ilter 

the total volume of water in the docks 
every four days. The tiny star squirt and 
my personal favourite. B. schlosseri comes 
in a range of colours – yellows, blues and 
oranges but interestingly in Collingwood 
Dock all the colonies were a fabulous 
shade of indigo. Life in the docks had 
started to take off. 
We actually thought for a while that 

horse mussels were present (these 
are a larger species, more commonly 
found in deeper water) but they were 
in fact M. edulis that had grown too big 
to be predated upon by the next-in-line 
predator, shore crab Carcinus maenas. 
One such fellow was found chomping on 
a cockle. Yes, we have found live cockles 

Above: A black goby Gobius niger, at Duke’s Dock
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down there and they will only survive in 
decent quality water.  
The predominant sea squirt in Duke’s 

Dock has to be Ciona intestinalis, known 
as the yellow ringed sea squirt. The 
specimens are quite tiny, less than two 
inches tall, but thriving nonetheless. 
The light-bulb sea squirt Clavelina 
lepadiformis is seen in Salthouse Dock. 
It gets its name from the fine yellow 
lines, part of its digestive tract, that 
are reminiscent of the element of a 
conventional light bulb. The fluted sea 
squirt Ascidiella aspersa was seen on 
the wreck of the coal barge in Nelson 
Dock. Not surprisingly, there are invasive 
species; the leathery Pacific sea squirt 
Styela clava, for example, has been 
sighted in Dukes Dock.
Sponges include Halichondria 

bowerbanki, a lovely creamy orange 
sponge with lots of tassels, and Myxilla 
incrustans, an encrusting sponge 
that forms a thin sheet crossed with 
wandering channels.
Manmade structures are a perfect 

environment for jellyfish polyps so the 

walls are a haven for developing Aurelia 
aurita, indeed in the middle of summer 
the docks are a thick soup.
There are a few anemones to be seen, 

such as the dahlia anemone Urticina 
felina and a small anemone with fine 
tentacles that has a much-debated 
identity. Could it be the orange-striped 

anemone Diadumene lineata? I intend to 
get a positive ID on that one this year.
This brings us onto the next group of 

animals we see: worms. Both Collingwood 
and Nelson Dock abound with the invasive 
species Ficopomatus enigmaticus, a 
native of Australia, and in November 
2017 the silted seabed was heaving with 
bristle worms Oxydromus flexuosus and 
Nereididae.
Occasionally we get a spanner in the 

works that causes us to scratch our heads 
a bit and finally we identified Lumbricus 
terrestris or to use its common name, the 
earthworm. The previous day had been 
very rainy and these poor fellows had been 
charmed up by the pounding rain and then 
washed into the docks.
Divers have seen bib, eels and flatfish. 

Surface cover noted large shoals of 
mackerel cruising through the docks. The 
brackish waters are the breeding grounds 
for three-spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus 
aculeatus). The salinity is about 24-28 parts 
per thousand, seawater being around 33.  
Big shoals of two-spot gobies (Gobiusculus 
flavescens) are common, as are black 
gobies on both the dock wall and the silty 
seabed. We never fail to spot at least one 
of my favourite fish, the greater pipefish 
(Syngnathus acus). 
Finally, the group of animals I’d like 

to end with is crustaceans. The walls 
were covered in tiny mysid shrimps and 
amphipods hopping about then in three 
metres of water. Just below one of the 
walkways, Denis found an incredible 
lobster.  By the size of it, it had been 
around for some time. Not the best photo, 
as there is a lot of backscatter, which is 
a euphemism for “you’ve stirred up all 
the silt”  but I think this is quite incredible 
– as is the rest of the life in the docks of 
Liverpool.

FIND OUT MORE
For further information on the work 
Seasearch does, and how to get involved,  
visit Seasearch.org.uk .

Above: A common lobster, of uncommon size

Right: Seasearcher Carol Warren 
emerges from Duke’s Dock
Below: An encrusting sponge at Salthouse Dock

Above: Greater pipefish, Syngnathus acus
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01474 704123
hammond-drysuits.co.uk

&

New unisex
undersuits from

hammond-drysuits.co.uk

Dual 350gsm layer Polar fleece
Ideally suited under membrane drysuits
3 piece set £165.00

Single 470gsm layer Polar fleece
Ideally suited under neoprene drysuits

3 piece set £120.00
We REPAIR all makes of DRYSUIT

Bespoke
Drysuits

WWhhyy sseettttllee ffoorr
ooffff tthhee ppeegg

wwhheenn yyoouu ccaann hhaavvee
MMaaddee--ttoo--MMeeaassuurree

HDS 140 HDS Pro-Elite SD

01474 704123
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LOCKDOWNHUMOUR

It’s a club trip – virtually
Leon R Smith of 
Severnside SAC has a stab 
at recreating the highs 
and lows of a typical club 
weekend. Accompanying 
images show his club 
having real-world fun  
– it will return!

In preparation for the continuing 
COVID-19 lockdown, one of Severnside’s 
members has come up with a full list 
of activities to simulate the annual 

‘club diving’ Easter Trip experience. Please 
feel free to follow along at home...

1.  The fun will start on Thursday evening 
straight after work(ing from home) by 
lugging dive kit half way to the car (and 
then back again), followed by spending 
four to five hours sat uncomfortably 
listening to BBC Radio Bristol, then BBC 
Radio Somerset. Finally, there will be a 
choice of BBC Radio Devon/Cornwall or 
intermittent Pirate FM over the web while 
staring out of the window, hoping that the 
rain and wind will blow over by tomorrow. 
For added realism, plan to regret not 

getting a Subway before you left and then 
worry whether the McDonalds at Cornwall 
services will still be open by the time you 
pretend to get there (spoiler alert - it’s 
shut - and so was Subway).

2.  Around midnight, make up your bed 
from bedding provided (but not made 
up) by your imaginary caravan site. The 
heating must have been switched off for 
at least 24 hours and the windows left 
wide open to simulate late arrival at a 
rural caravan site. To accurately replicate 
sleeping in a caravan, you should not 
make up your actual bed, but preferably 
an ungenerously proportioned sofa; 
you will then be able to experience the 
joys of trying desperately not to roll over 
in the night, resulting in a humiliating 
tumble to the floor. 
You can make the whole experience 
even more authentic by setting your 
heating to full power. This will hopefully 
result in you waking up several times 
in the night sweltering hot and in a 
state of feverish confusion, wondering 
where you are and how you got there. 
Obviously, this will be punctuated by your 
obsessively checking your watch to see 
how much longer you have until the 5am 
alarm start.

3.  Upon waking on the Friday, be sure 
to spend a good ten minutes staring out 
of the window at the rain, wondering 
if it is even worth bothering while 
waiting for an ineffective travel kettle to 
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repeatedly re-boil in order to pre-heat 
eight different Thermos tea and soup 
flasks. Consider whether you need to 
wear ski-thermals under your undersuit, 
safe in the knowledge that, whichever you 
pick, you’ll either be too hot or too cold at 
some point during the day.

4.  As the sun eventually comes up, you 
can simulate repeated RIB launches by 
spending 20 minutes standing in a bath 
of cold water, still wondering if it is worth 
the effort. Then, be sure to replicate the 
experience of finding that the public 
toilets are locked on Bank Holidays and 
having to wait at least fifteen minutes 
for a passing yacht club member to 
give you the code for the shower block. 
Having eventually relieved yourself prior 
to ropes-off, spend ten minutes looking 
for your keys, followed by at least a 
further five minutes of asking “have you 
pumped the ball?”  repeatedly until you 
even consider pretending to start your 
imaginary boat engines.

5.  Replicate the journey out to the dive 
site by sitting on a washing machine 
during an extra spin cycle. You are safe in 
the knowledge that the additional cost 
is still far less than you would otherwise 
have spent just getting to this stage of the 
Easter trip, still without actually doing 
any diving. Then, spend 30 minutes or 
more walking in circles around your home 
with your eyes closed, unable to find the 
dive site despite being 104 percent sure 
that you have the correct marks.

6.  At this point, you may wish to take a 
cold shower, or else go and stand in your 
garden while partially clothed, in order to 
ensure that your core body temperature 

has dropped uncomfortably and that you 
are slightly damp despite, inexplicably, 
still not actually having been diving.

7.  Now, the good stuff.  Allow yourself 
some time to watch Blue Planet II on 
BBC iPlayer to remind yourself why you 
joined BSAC and why diving is amazing. 
However, be sure to stop after an 
absolute maximum of 30-35 minutes due 
to cold and/or slacks - probably just as it 
gets interesting - and return to the virtual 
surface. Enjoy a warmish, One Stop shop-
bought sandwich washed down with 
lukewarm tea and throw some more cold 
water on your face (and possibly pour 
some down your back for good measure). 
Ensure your hat is soaking wet at all times 
on your virtual RIB journey home. 

8.  Having carried your dive kit around 
in circles for a bit, retire back to your 
kitchen to cook dinner using only two 
hobs (on half-power) or the oven (set to 
a maximum of gas mark 2). Be sure 
to only use completely 
inappropriate cooking 
utensils and realise that 
you only have access to 
one decent saucepan. So 
you have to cook your pasta 
in a frying pan (assuming 
that you can actually get any 
pasta - otherwise use your 
imagination).
 Enjoy a slightly warm 
shower but only turn the taps 
1/4 on to avoid getting any 
decent water pressure. After 
dinner, you find out there are 
no open pubs within walking 
distance (which is now true 
anyway) and settle down at 

home with a glass of rum and shrub or 
a bottle of Betty Stoggs. Start falling 
asleep almost immediately, realise that 
you are exhausted, and retire to your 
uncomfortable sofa with the heating 
either on full blast or not on at all (itchy 
blanket not optional).

9.  Repeat steps 2-8 on Saturday, Easter 
Sunday, and Easter Monday and then 
spend a good four to five hours staring 
out of the window on Monday evening 
(reversing the radio stations from the 
outbound window). You will then go back 
to work(ing from home) on Tuesday. Be 
relieved, at least, that it won’t take very 
long to wash down your imaginary boat 
or to rinse your dive kit.

10.  Start planning for next year’s club 
Easter Trip on 2 to 5 April 2021. It can’t be 
any worse right? Someone definitely said 
that next Easter is due to fall on a neaps 
weekend… 



BUOYANCY CONTROL DEVICES (BCDS) 
or buoyancy compensators (BCs), when 
stripped down to their basic premise, 
are simply a means of establishing 
neutral buoyancy underwater while 
also ensuring positive buoyancy at the 
surface. Any modern BCD will provide the 
above. As with the wheel, there’s no great 
reinvention waiting to happen.
So it’s down to manufacturers to 

concentrate on developing extras that 
enhance the core properties of the 
product and make it appealing to their 
customers. With BCs, that usually means 
using tougher materials, offering features 
such as integrated weights, alternate 
air sources, back-mounted inflation or 
D-rings galore.
Atomic Aquatics are one of diving’s 

‘marque’ brands, with a stated ethos of 
‘passion, precision and performance.’ 
The latest addition to their range is 
the BC2, a back-inflation buoyancy 
compensator that looks to reinvent the 
genre – but at a price.
Heralded by its manufacturer as the 

“ toughest back inflation BC in the world”, 
the BC2 is certainly well-constructed, 
using a double-laminated polyurethane-

If money’s 
no object…

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT SKILLS IN WHICH 
every diver should become proficient is the deployment 
of a delayed surface marker buoy (dSMB). While 
covered in BSAC’s training curriculum, it’s 
something that should be practised on a regular 
basis, whether in confined or open water.
AP Diving’s Training Surface Marker Buoy is an 

excellent aid for both trainees or for anyone brushing up 
on skills after an extended break from diving. Identical to 
the company’s self-sealing range but only 50cm high and 
with a tiny two-litre capacity, this bright orange ‘mini-
sausage’ offers several deployment methods – plus the 
ability to easily retrieve it while remaining underwater.

Busy buoy These inflation options include an Easifil 
hose adapter, a 0.1 litre DIN crack cylinder 
or alternatively it can be supplied with 
both. If you prefer to do it the good old 
fashioned way, then the 18cm wide mouth 
will easily accommodate your second 
stage. Kneeling on the seabed I pushed 
the standard BCD hose I’d fitted to my 
first stage to the non-locking fitting on 
the buoy. Being more used to filling 
a full-size version I added a little too 
much gas and the buoy shot to the 
surface like a Polaris missile. 
In its fully-inflated state, thanks 

to the clever internal baffle which 
prevents spillage at the surface, 
reeling it back down - even with 
such a small volume - wasn’t quite 

coated fabric. It does seem 
exceptionally strong and the 
attractive matte finish 
has inherent water 
repelling 
properties, 
which allow 
the jacket 
to virtually 
shake-dry 
after use.
Almost 

triangular in shape, 
the BC2’s wide bottom 
and narrow top – complete with a 
nicely-curved neck section – ensured I 
was positioned high on the surface of 
the water without any head-forward 
sensation. This position was enhanced 
by the streamlined, zipped trim-weight 
pockets, integrated into the wing itself. I 
found these best suited to malleable shot 
pouches rather than hard slabs of lead.
The main Ex-Loc weight system, 

located either side of the Velcro-
adjustable cummerbund, accommodates 
a pair of zipped pouches which will cope 
with a maximum of 4.5kg of lead each. 
These slid in with ease with a resounding 

clunk that ensured they were properly 
connected. A firm pull on the handles had 
them back in my hand and into the RIB in 
seconds.
If you’re looking for cavernous pockets 

to stash your extras, then you may 
be disappointed. Apart from a small, 
detachable accessory pod suitable for a 
SMB or torch there’s nowhere for handy 
stashing. That’s no problem, however, as 
there are are plenty of titanium-coated, 
stainless steel D-rings to provide a place 
for clipping torches or SMBs. While not 
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BACK IN THE DAYS 
when wetsuits were 
a common sight at 
UK dive spots, it 
was fairly common 
practice to lightly 
dust the inner of 
the suit with talcum 
powder to ease the 
dressing process. 
In practice this 
actually resulted in 
mushroom clouds 
of perfumed talc 
rising high into the 
atmosphere.
Thankfully all that is 

behind us as a whole host of lubricants 
more for fit for purpose are now 
available. LookClear’s Quick Gel may 
sound like an après-dive hair product, 
but it is a water-soluble, hypoallergenic 
and odourless wetsuit glide.
For drysuit users, a couple of globules 

of the stuff on the neck and wrist seals 
will have you suited up in a jiffy. Wetsuit 
wearers can do exactly the same, or if 
your suit is more akin to squeezing into 
a second skin then simply pour the gel 
into the arms, legs and torso to create a 
lubricating layer and slide on in.
It certainly won’t harm your suit 

or your skin and simply rinsing 
both will remove any residue when 
you’re done. A 250ml bottle should 
easily last drysuit-wearers a good 
season of diving, while wetsuit-clad 
divers using it on a daily basis on 
a liveboard would get through it 
considerably faster. NH

Lube 
tube

Note:  In -water  research was car r ied 
out pr ior  to the lockdown

as easy as I’d expected. A quick pull of 
the dump/overpressure valve deflated 
the buoy and I added half as much gas 
second time around. With subsequent 
deployments I was a lot more controlled in 
exactly how much air I added, surprising 
myself how little gas was actually 
needed to send the buoy travelling 
the 15 or so metres to the surface. 
Just a smidgeon of air provided 

excellent results with the buoy taking a 
more relaxed ascent upwards and as a 
result reeling it back down became quite 
effortless. After a dozen or so deployments 
I noticed very little difference in my 
normal gas consumption which for a 
trainee completing such a drill is an added 
advantage. NH

quite in ultra-light travel BCD territory, 
the 4.5kg BC2 more than makes up 
for that little extra weight in terms of 
comfort. 
The adjustable lumbar pad and quilted 

backpack felt as comfortable as my 
favourite armchair, and the rear of the 
pack provided one of the best means of 
attaching a cylinder I’ve yet to see. This 
Cam-Lok system owes its design to ski 
and snowboard bindings, with its easy-
to-use ratchet mechanism. I liked how 
any excess length recessed into the strap, 
out of harm’s way.
No matter how good a product looks or 

how many features it has, it’s how it dives 
that matters and it has to be said that 
the BC2’s performance underwater was 
flawless. It felt nicely-balanced and the 
shoulder, waist and sternum straps kept 
the wing in place as I tested its tolerance 
with a succession of barrel-rolls. 

Atomic’s SS1 power inflator also 
didn’t disappoint and a quick pull on the 
corrugated hose or at either of the low-
profile dumps (at shoulder and kidney 
positions) vented air, regardless of my 
orientation. I have to admit it really is one 
of the most comfortable BCs I’ve used. 
Its only downside, as you’ve probably 
guessed guessed, is the price. 
For the average diver over a grand is 

a lot to splash out for a single-cylinder, 
recreational BCD – no matter how good 
it is. However, for the diver that has 
everything…

Neil Hope
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SCUBA SAYS
AP Diving’s Training dSMB 
provides a safe means to 
repeatedly deploy and 
recover a dSMB while 
remaining underwater and 
per fect for both the pool and 
the seabed.

SCUBA SAYS
Atomic Aquatics’ BC2 offers 
premium design, premium 
materials and premium 
per formance – albeit at a super-
premium price.

SCUBA SAYS
LookClear ’s water-soluble and 
hypoallergenic Quick Gel provides 
the means to slip in and out of 
neoprene with ease

Atomic BC2
COMPANY: Atomic Aquatics
PRICE: £1,149.95
WEB: www.atomicaquatics.com

LookClear Quick Gel
COMPANY: CPS Partnership
TEL:  01424 442663
PRICE: £6.99
WEB: www.cpspartnership.co.uk

AP Training Surface 
Marker Buoy

COMPANY: AP Diving
TEL: 01326 561040
PRICE: £35.80
WEB:  www.apdiving.com 



THE BIG FAT 
SCUBA QUIZ 

Test your scuba savvy 
with part one of our 
diving knowledge quiz, 
devised by John Adams 
of Seaways Diving

Round 1
Important to diving 
Name the following:  

1 Man of the Law

2 Canadian explorer

4 Austrian dream team

3 Capitaine 
du Silence

5 Dive kit Genesis

6 Scottish physiologist 
and self-experimenter

7 Welsh surrealist, 
off icer material

8 Whistle-
blowing 
cardiologist

10 Works well under pressure

9 American deep sea explorer
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Round 4 History 
1 In which year was the 
Battle of Trafalgar?

2 Which year did the 
Spanish Armada attempt 
to invade England?

3 What year was the 
Tirpitz sunk?

4 What was the name of the 
ship that was fitted with 
the first steam turbine?

5 What was the name 
of the first ship to have 
an all welded hull?

6 When was the Royal 
Navy formed? 

7 What happened on 21st 
June 1919? 

8 What commenced 
on 31st May 1916?

9 In June 
1916, Lord 
Kitchener 
drowned 
when this 
ship was 
sunk.

10 This photogenic Red 
Sea wreck was sunk on 
6th October 1941 and 
discovered by Cousteau 
in the early 1950s.

YOU WANT AWSWERS?  No problem – 
 you’ll find them on the Crossword page 52. 

Round 3 Geography 
1 Which ocean is home to the Maldives?

2 Where would you go to take part in the Sardine Run?

3 Off which coast was the Lusitania sunk?

4 There can’t be many divers who haven’t 
dived the Glen Strathallen in Plymouth, but 
where will you find the engine today?

5 Many UK divers have visited dive sites in the Straits of 
Tiran, but to which country does Tiran island belong?

6 The sea which lies between Australia 
and New Zealand is called what?

7 Which country administers the Galapagos Islands?

8 Which country would you be in if you 
were diving in Hervey Bay?

9 Where is the wreck of the Fujikawa Maru?

10 Which is the nearest city to the wreck of the Stanegarth?

1 A Cafe Coin Pic

2 Micro Shy Tv 

3 Enemas Angle Jay

4 Catatonic Neal 

5 Trash One 

6 Trashes Wimp

7 Sea Sags Oars 

8 Ah Lech Glen Inns

9 Easy Mr Or 

10 Ladels Ewe 

Round 5 Anagrams – Ships, Seas & Oceans

Round 2  
General knowledge 
1 What’s the ambient 
pressure at 28 metres?

2 Which year was the aqualung 
invented / first dived?

3 How long can we remain at 
30m if we wish to surface without 
a mandatory decompression 
stop?  (88 Air Tables)

4 Who would deploy 
a highline lift?

5 On a clear night, what sort 
of moon would you expect 
to see around Neap Tides?

6 Which year was 
BSAC formed?

7 What is the recommended 
maximum PO2 for 
diving with nitrox?

8 You have a 12L cylinder 
with 210 bar and your buddy 
has a 15L with 180 bar.  
What are your turnaround 
points / pressures?

9 How many times will 
a given volume of air 
expand from 27 metres 
to the surface?

10 What is the meaning 
of the word RADAR?
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Travel news and offers 
compiled by Charlotte BoanDeparture Lounge

BSAC CENTRES ACROSS EUROPE AND 
Egypt are remaining positive and staying 
connected with divers across social 
media, as bookings are put on hold amid 
lockdown and travel restriction measures. 
Sheila Widdrington of Los Gigantes 

Diving Centre in Tenerife told SCUBA her 
team are focusing on thoughts of better 
times ahead. “We are on a very strict 
lockdown but I am allowed to check our 
boat and run the engine for ten minutes or 
so every few days. We are keeping positive.  
“ In moments of depression, I look out 

over the spectacular cliffs of Los Gigantes 
as this view gives me the determination 
to continue.  Many things in the world 
will change, but this view, as well as the 
incredible underwater world we have on 
our doorstep, will not change.  We’ve been 
running our dive centre here 30 years so 
we will not give up now. Our message to 
all divers is to take care, stay safe and we 
hope we will be diving with you again in 
the not too distant future.”
“We’re all well here and can only think 

positively,”  Steve and Jan Collett, who 
run Dupin Dive Centre in Croatia, told 
SCUBA. “We will be ready to open as soon 

Stay strong for 
better times ahead

as the restrictions are lifted and allow us 
to move forward to complete the season. 
Once we are open we will be instigating 
additional wash-down routines to 
improve hygienic cleaning of regulators 
in daily use. We hope for everybody’s 
sake divers will return sooner rather than 
later so we can all get back to normal. 
Keep your eyes on our Facebook page for 
updates. Stay safe and healthy, and we 
wish you, your families and buddies well, 
and to follow the advice being given.”
Wendy Hicks of Safari Diving in 

Lanzarote said they are ready and 
waiting for guests to return in the future. 

BSAC centres are suffering amid the international 
lockdown, but there is a determination to 
bounce back when restrictions are lifted

“The weather has been glorious, but the 
beaches are closed,”  she said. “However, 
it’s not forever, and we at Safari Diving 
Lanzarote look forward to welcoming 
our divers back to our sunny island to 
continue to enjoy their wonderful diving 
experiences with us. We are an all-year-
round resort so we will be operating as 
soon as we are permitted.”
Elite Diving in the Egyptian Red Sea 

resort of Sharm el Sheikh has been busy 
posting previous season underwater video 
footage for divers to enjoy from home. 
“Our emails and social media outlets are 
being manned from home so we can easily 
stay in touch,”  they said. “Think positively. 
By the time this gets under control and 
you all get back, the reefs will have had 
another break, so hopefully we could get 
even more visits than last year. Stay safe 
and see you soon.”

Stingrays at Playa 
Chica, Lanzarote, 
home to Safari Diving

Sheila Widdrington’s beloved cliffs at Los Gigantes, Tenerife
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SARS-CoV-2 VIRUS (COVID-19) AND 
THE SCUBA DIVER Edge, C.,  Bryson,  
P.,  Cope, T.,  Waterman, M.K.

Introduction
THE OUTBREAK OF A WORLD-WIDE 
pandemic caused by the novel 
coronavirus (Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) 
virus and the resulting disease known 
as Covid-19 has led to a suspension of 
recreational scuba diving throughout 
most of the world as a result of the social 
restrictions/lockdown imposed by many 
of the affected countries on their citizens. 
As of 28 April 2020, 3.04 million people 

have been affected by this disease, with 
approximately 211,000 people dying as 
a result of complications caused by the 
virus [1]. Initially the disease causes a 
dry, almost continuous cough, a high 
temperature (>38.5 C), muscle pain 
(myalgia), and headache, with about 
60-70% of affected cases also reporting 
a loss/decrease of smell (anosmia) and a 
loss of taste (ageusia) [2-3]. Males tend to 
be affected more by the condition than 
females. 
Some people who are affected by the 

disease may suffer only mild symptoms 
or, in some cases no symptoms at all, 
while others will go on after 5-8 days 
typically [4] to experience shortness of 
breath to an extent that they have to 
be admitted to hospital to have extra 
oxygen administered via a mask. Some 

Britain’s leading diving doctors have put together a paper on the virus and its 
implications for the diving world, which we duplicate in full here

of the most severely affected patients 
will require a tube to be inserted under 
anaesthetic into the trachea (tracheal 
intubation) and their breathing to be 
taken over by a ventilator. 
Once on a ventilator, many patients will 

take between 14-21 days or even longer 
to recover sufficiently that they can take 
over their own breathing again and have 
the tracheal tube removed (a process 
known as “weaning”). The most severely 
affected patients tend to have pre-
existing medical conditions with the triad 
of high blood pressure, type II diabetes 
mellitus, and obesity being of particular 
note.
The purpose of this article is to explore 

the implications that infection with the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus may have upon scuba 
divers, both those infected with the 
virus and those who are not known to be 
infected by the virus.

Short term precautions 
against infection by 
SARS-CoV-2 infection 
Diving organisations such as the 
Professional Association of Diving 
Instructors (PADI), the Divers Alert 
Network (DAN), the Undersea and 
Hyperbaric Medical Society (UHMS) 
and the Belgian Society for Diving and 
Hyperbaric Medicine (SBMHS-BVOOG) 
[5-7] have put out useful guidelines for 
scuba divers which give advice that aims 

to reduce the transmission of the virus 
between divers. This advice includes:
	� Not using saliva (‘spit’) to clear your 

mask, but to use a defogging solution 
instead;
	� Disinfect your mask, BCD (including 

whistle and oral inflator), snorkel, and 
your regulators (not just the mouthpieces) 
thoroughly before and after use using a 
bleach solution or other suitable cleaning 
agent;
	� Avoid the use of communal gear-

washing tanks that you cannot be 
sure have been regularly washed and 
disinfected;
	� Avoid practising air-sharing techniques 

or buddy checks in which two people 
might share the same regulator. The only 
situation in which this rule can be relaxed 
is in the case of a true emergency situation 
underwater;
	� Ensure that you practise social 

distancing by remaining at least two 
metres away from other divers whilst on 
the surface or on the boat. Close social 
groups are known to be particularly adept 
at spreading the virus;
	� Wash your hands frequently using soap 

and water, ensuring that handwashing 
continues for at least 20 seconds;
	� If coughing or sneezing, cover your 

mouth and nose with a disposable tissue 
preferably or, failing that, with your elbow. 
Be sure to dispose of the tissue in an 
environmentally responsible manner;
	� Avoid the use of rental gear unless you 

are able to wash and disinfect the gear as 
above before you go diving with it;
	� If resuscitation of a diver is required, the 

recommendation from the Resuscitation 
Council is that only chest compressions 
be used; early defibrillation is considered 
if appropriate; and a cloth or towel be 
placed over the mouth of the victim.
These rules have been published on 

several diving travel sites and on the web. 
However, they were written before the 
publication of several academic papers 
that now show that there may be added 

Left: Diving in close groups must not take place 
until restrictions on social distancing are lifted
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long-term risks to divers from SARS-
CoV-2 virus that were not previously 
appreciated. Research in this area is 
moving quickly and it may be that some 
of the recommendations that we make in 
this article will have to be changed; the 
hyperlinks given at the end of this article 
will enable the reader to access the latest 
information on the web.

Long-term effects of 
SARS-CoV-2 on divers
Many of you reading this article will be 
aware of the cruise ship, the ‘Diamond 
Princess’ that was carrying 3,711 
passengers and crew members and 
docked in Yokohama Bay, Japan. After 
some passengers disembarked, the 
Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare of 
Japan reported that 712 passengers had 
tested positive for the SARS-CoV-2 virus 
and 10 passengers had died. 
The Self-Defense Forces Central 

Hospital in Tokyo accepted the 
passengers who tested positive for the 
virus on board the ship and an analysis of 
104 people who agreed to cooperate with 
a research medical team has now been 
published [8]. Computed tomography 
(CT) scans of the lungs were carried out 
on all 104 passengers, of whom 76 were 
asymptomatic with only 28 cases being 
symptomatic for the disease. 
Worryingly, 41 of the 76 asymptomatic 

cases had abnormal CT findings whilst 
22 of the 28 symptomatic cases also had 
abnormal CT findings in the lung fields. 
These findings included showing areas of 
lung that were without any signs of the 
normal alveoli that are normally present 
in the lungs (the tiny air sacs whose main 
function is to exchange oxygen from the 
air with the haemoglobin in the blood 
and to remove carbon dioxide from the 
plasma to the air in the lungs). Other 
areas of the lung showed changes that 
also indicated that the lung was not 
functioning properly with regard to gas 
exchange.
Two of the authors of this article (TC, 

CE) have been working on the front-line, 
looking after patients in hospital affected 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus and also have 
colleagues who have been affected 
by the virus. Although our colleagues 
fortunately have not been affected by the 
virus badly enough to require ventilation 
or extra oxygen, they all report that even 
after all signs of infection by the virus 
have passed, they remain breathless 
on exercise and unable to resume their 
normal activities and sport. 
Currently it is unclear as to how long 

these symptoms of breathlessness 

will last for, as the virus has not been 
thought to be present in the human 
population for a long enough period 
of time for serial chest X-rays or CT 
scans to be performed over a period of 
months. However, in a Korean patient 
with a very similar infection due to 
the related Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome (MERS) coronavirus [9], 
serial CT imaging showed incomplete 
resolution of the lung changes 23 days 
after discharge from hospital and with 
the development of a condition known as 
“ traction bronchiectasis within retracted 
consolidation” which is the sort of 
condition that’s not good for going diving 
with, owing to the risk of gas trapping and 
pulmonary barotrauma! [10]

FROM WHAT HAS BEEN SAID ABOVE, 
it will be clear to divers that the SARS-
CoV-2 virus has the potential to interfere 
with their enjoyment of scuba-diving 
as a result of lung damage and possibly 
damage to other organs such as the 
heart. For a few, it will unfortunately stop 
them from diving altogether. 
This degree of lung damage is more 

likely to be seen in those who have 
had severe symptoms necessitating 
hospital admission, oxygen therapy 
and particularly admission to intensive 
care. For the rest, it may mean a rather 
more thorough medical than might have 
been the case before the pandemic. The 
main change that we can see is that the 
assessment of lung function will need to 
be much more thorough in divers who 
have suffered SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
One of the easiest ways to carry this 

out is to exercise the diver according to 
a set protocol while the diver is wearing 
a device on one of their fingers that will 
allow oxygenation of the blood to be 
measured (a pulse oximeter). In normal 
lungs, as a result of the alveolar sacs 
having very thin membranes between 

the gas in the lung and the deoxygenated 
blood in the multiple pulmonary 
capillaries, the deoxygenated blood is 
fully oxygenated again by the time the 
blood has gone about one-third of the way 
along the capillary. 
Only in heavy exercise is the whole 

length of the capillaries required for full 
oxygenation of the blood. Any process 
(such as the pathological process caused 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus in the lung) that 
interferes with this process of oxygenation 
will cause the oxygen saturation in arterial 
blood to decrease and this fall can be 
measured by the pulse oximeter.
Unfortunately, this may not be the only 

additional medical test required. In some 
cases, it will be necessary to measure the 
volume of gas remaining in the lungs at 
full expiration (the Residual Volume or RV). 
For physical reasons, this is most easily 
measured using a technique known as 
helium dilution. Helium, consisting of very 
small atoms, has the property of diffusing 
easily into small spaces. Breathing a 
known concentration of helium in air, 
holding one’s breath and then breathing 

Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) is 
used in hospitals to 
reduce the chances 
of infection

‘We’ll meet again’: Divers will be able to socialise normally in the future
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out and measuring the concentration of 
helium at the end of expiration allows 
the lung physiologist to calculate the RV. 
The importance of this RV is that if it is 
too large, then gas may be trapped in the 
lungs on ascent, potentially leading to a 
pneumothorax or to an air embolism.
There are other conditions that may 

develop owing to SARS-CoV-2 virus, 
with heart and kidney problems being 
of the most importance. However, such 
conditions are likely to present themselves 
to the diver who should let their diving 
medical physician know about them.

Control of the  
SARS-CoV-2 Virus
Much has been written in the press about 
the possibility of a vaccine to control 
the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. It 
is unlikely that a vaccine will be readily 
available until at least the start of 2021 
and even then, a vaccine may not be 
available. ‘Herd Immunity’ is a term 
that is also bandied about in the press, 
but there are problems with this. Herd 
immunity means allowing sufficient 
numbers in the population to be infected 
with the SARS-CoV-2 virus, such that 
the virus effectively dies out as the 
population becomes resistant to further 
infection. One problem with this is that it 
is currently unclear that infection with the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus conveys a long enough 
period of immunity to re-infection by the 
virus; in South Korea several cases appear 
to have been found where the subject has 
apparently recovered from the infection 
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only to become infected again after a 
period of a few days.
Drug therapy may be another way to 

mitigate the effects of infection by the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus. At the time of writing, 
remdesivir (an antiviral against Ebola 
virus) is the only drug that has been 
proven to have a beneficial effect against 
the SARS-CoV-2 virus, but this was in a 
rhesus macaque monkey model of the 
infection [11]. Much research remains to 
be carried out before use of remdesivir 
(or an analogue) becomes widespread in 
practice.

Conclusions
SARS-CoV-2 viral infection has a great 
potential to affect swathes of the general 
population, including divers. At present, 
details of the way in which the virus 
affects the lungs and other organs are 
only just beginning to be understood, and 
knowledge in this area is evolving rapidly. 
However in the light of what we currently 
know about the changes that are being 
seen on CT scans, it is clear that as well 
as taking immediate steps to prevent 
SARS-CoV-2 viral infection as outlined 
above, other medical investigations may 
have to be performed to keep the diver, 
his buddy, and their dive team safe during 
recreational dives. As knowledge of the 
hazards posed by the virus increases, so 
recommendations for divers may have 
to be altered. Any diver who has been 
exposed to SARS-CoV-2 virus, or been 
infected by the virus, would be well-
advised to seek the advice of a diving 
medical physician before resuming diving. 

The authors all declare a conflict of interest. They are all active 
divers and diving doctors who carry out diving medicals.
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Editorial response
After a couple of months of not being able 
to go diving, if we are feeling fit and well, 
we will be eager to get back in the water 
as Government restrictions are eased. 
This is likely to happen at different times 
around the world, but wherever you are 
the considerations are similar.
When we get back into diving we 
will want to do so safely. One critical 
consideration is that if you have been 
confirmed to have had COVID-19, 
whether or not you have seen a doctor, 
you should seek advice from a UK Diving 
Medical Committee (UKDMC) medical 
referee to ensure you are safe to resume 
diving. Their advice is likely to take 
account of the severity of any symptoms, 
the treatment you have received and the 
level of recovery.
The virus will not have gone away, 
so a more challenging issue is that of 
continued prevention of transmission. 
The UKDMC article preceding this 
statement raises many points for 
consideration: how do we maintain social 
distancing and avoid procedures that will 
spread the virus by surface contact or 
aerosol? How do we minimise such risks 
while maintaining essential safe practices 
such as buddy checks?
It is important that the buddy check 
is done thoroughly and clearly. With 
two-metre separation between buddies, 
actions need to be exaggerated. 
Regulator and BC mouthpieces should 
not be exchanged between buddies, 
except in an emergency situation in the 
water.
Training and equipment concerns were 
addressed by BSAC during the initial 
stages of the outbreak and this guidance 
is being reviewed and updated in 
preparation for a planned slow return to 
activity.
BSAC is developing further detailed 
guidance to help each of us devise a plan 
for progressively working back to our 
level of diving fitness and familiarity with 
skills and procedures following the layoff. 
Having had an enforced break there will 
be varying degrees of ‘skills fade’, and 
our equipment will need to be checked 
out. You may be familiar with the start 
of season spike in incidents experienced 

A BSAC statement on returning 
to diving post-Lockdown

in those parts of the world where divers 
have a winter break.  
Finding a benign sheltered water site 
somewhere may be a good place to 
start if pools and other training venues 
are not open. Our equipment will need 
to be checked out, to ensure it is fully 
serviceable. Are cylinders, regulators, BCs 
and dry suit valves in service? Have soft 
parts degraded or perished? It is likely that 
dive shops will be open to offer servicing, 
if that’s what your equipment needs.
The likelihood is that as restrictions are 
eased we will all be required to wear PPE 
facemasks in public places. These will 
help to reduce aerosol spread of the virus 
from an infected person who coughs or 
sneezes and will be useful before and 
after we have been in the water. The 
use of such masks is not a substitute for 
social distancing and any relevant advice 
on their use issued by the government 
guidance should be adhered to. However, 
disposal of such PPE and tissues used 
needs to be planned in advance, with 
a waste bag provided so that we can 
ensure they don’t end up in the water. 
Any contaminated, or potentially 
contaminated, items such as masks and 
tissues should be safely disposed of and 
must not be disposed of at sea, or in the 
water if inland.  
The current recommendations from 
Resuscitation Council (RCUK) referred to,  
specifically relates to a sudden cardiac 

arrest where emergency medical services 
are likely to respond with more advanced 
ventilation options and defibrillator within 
around 10 minutes. In line with current 
BSAC procedures, where the diver appears 
to have drowned and is in a relatively 
remote location or offshore in a boat, then 
CPR including rescue breaths may provide 
a greater chance of a successful outcome.  
The analysis conducted within the 2018 
Diving Incident report www.bsac.com/
incidentreport on the efficacy of rescue 
techniques supports this and also 
emphasises the improvement in outcomes 
where supplementary oxygen provision 
and early access to an AED by divers 
trained in their use are utilised.
When planning for diving, all divers must 
carefully consider the potential, however 
unlikely, for a requirement for resuscitation 
and take account of any inherent risks of 
virus transmission to prospective rescuers 
and include appropriate PPE in first aid and 
oxygen kits. 
BSAC guidelines to support a planned 
return to safe diving will be posted on 
the BSAC website at www.bsac.com/
covidreturn (working title). As evidence 
grows this advice and guidance will be 
continually reviewed and updated.
Any questions should be directed to 
safet y@bsac.com 
In the meantime, please keep to the 

Government guidelines as set out at  
www.gov.uk /coronav irus 

Traditional rescue 
breaths carry an 
inherent risk of 
virus transmission
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Every month we will publish a series of your photos. Make sure you and your  
club get noticed! Send in your photos to simon@scubamagazine.co.uk

Mexican rave
Nick Lyon and Alex ‘Woz’ 
Warzynski sent in this 
heartwarming memory from 
their boys’ holiday to Mexico, 
where they stuck a toe into the 
world of cenote diving. Why 
the wrestling masks, you ask? 
We’re just as interested in the 
random car wash advert. 

The shallow end
Winning our (non-existent) prize for lockdown preparation is 
Paul Wilkie of Westhoughton SAC, pictured last year with what 
may be charitably described as equipment overkill. At least 
the shadowy photographer proves he had surface cover.

The last 
snorkel
SCUBA contributor 
Alex Mustard had 
a fast start to the 
year, logging 84 
dives before the 
lockdown brought 
him back to earth 
with a bump. 
Here, the photo-
pro is pictured 
on the last day of 
his trip to Cuba, 
snorkelling with 
crocodiles during 
a surface interval. 
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Feeling 
flushed 
down under
Thanks to 
Advanced 
Instructor Ian 
Williams of Victoria, 
Australia, who sent 
in this lavatorial 
epic while under 
quarantine and 
resisting the 
region’s famous 
beaches. “While 
the summer is 
still here and I’m 
keen to get in the 
water I’ve found 
a solution,”  Ian 
told SCUBA. 

The agricultural end
Giles Adams of North Dorset SAC finds a refreshing 
solution to a no-diving scenario. [Sensible 
note: photo taken prior to full lockdown]

Deep sea 
living room
A well known diving 
addict, Will Schwarz 
of Plymouth Sound 
BSAC gets to grips 
with social distancing, 
a closed circuit 
rebreather and what 
looks suspiciously 
like a Lego Deep 
Sea Explorers set. 
Perhaps he should 
have paid equally 
asiduous attention to 
his customised unit…

Full throttle
Thanks to James Hartley of 
South Bay Scuba 2516, who 
sent in this excellent photo of 
happy divers on their way to dive 
MV Akka with Wreckspeditions 
Charters. The photo was taken 
in December last year, and 
the club is looking forward to 
getting out there again when 
normal service is resumed.
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THE SCUBA CROSSWORD Devised by Char les Wheeldon

CROSSWORD GRID – NUMBER 1 – JUNE 2020 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11

12 13 14 15 16

17

18 19 20 21

22 23

24 25

Our popular puzzle page returns to 
provide an armchair challenge 
SCUBA Crossword Prize
Please print out and fill in your completed crossword, then scan the print  
(or take a good quality phone photo) of the completed puzzle and email to  
simon@scubamagazine.co.uk . Make sure you include which month of SCUBA 
the crossword appeared in, your full name, email address and a contact number. 
One winner will be selected at random and will receive a prize of £50.

Win
£50

Round 1 - Picture round
1. Robert Boyle
2. Jill Heinerth
3. Jacques Yves Cousteau
4. Hans and Lotte Hass
5. Augustus Siebe
6. John Scott Haldane
7. Dai Atkins, NDO
8. Peter Wilmshurst
9. William Beebe
10. John Dalton
Round 2 - General Knowledge
1. 3.8 Bar
2. 1943 in Bandol
3. 18 minutes (the table says 20 minutes 
but to reach your first stop by that time 
you have to leave 30m at 18 minutes.)
4. It would be deployed from a rescue 
helicopter (if the crew decide it’s the 
best option) 
5. A quarter moon (appears half full)
6. 1953 
7. 1.4Bar PO2  
8. When the first cylinder reaches 140 
bar or the second cylinder reaches 120 
bar – whichever is first you both turn 
around.
9. 3.7 times
10. Radio Detection And Ranging
Round 3 - Geography
1. Indian Ocean
2. South Africa 
3. Ireland 
4. It was on display at the Science 
Museum until 2004, but is now in the 
museum’s storage facility
5. Saudi Arabia
6. Tasman Sea 
7. Ecuador
8. Australia
9. Truk Lagoon 
10. Leicester 14 miles 
(Coventr y is 16 miles)
Round 4 – Histor y
1.  1805
2. 1588
3. 1944
4. Turbinia
5. M/S Fullagar,  1920  (First welded 
commercial vessel M/S Carolinian 1930)
6. Although existing as the English Navy 
earlier, it officially became ‘Royal’ in 1660
7. The scuttling of the German High 
Seas Fleet at Scapa Flow
8. The Battle of Jutland
9. HMS Hampshire
10. SS Thistlegorm
Round 5 – Anagrams - Ships,   
Seas and Oceans
1. Pacific Ocean
2. HMS Victory
3. James Egan Layne
4. Atlantic Ocean
5. North Sea
6. HMS Warspite
7. Sargasso Sea
8. English Channel
9. Mary Rose
10. Wedell Sea

Answers for the 
Quiz on page 42

ACROSS
1 Boats may have done this 
by manipulating wet lard (7) 

5 Nautical rates for East 
Midlands County, we hear (5)

8 It’s a bit far gone to use 
this in your drysuit! (5)

9 Spoil opening for Kentish 
coastal town (7)

10 These sound level in  
Gibraltar and Dover 
for example (7)

11 All divers should understand 
these methods of getting out (5) 

12 A swimmer does this in 
water – complete with tyres (6)

14 Hardly a life-threatening 
message (3-3)

18 Otherwise Royal - dive 
holiday specialists (5)

20 No crash needed for 
essential boat equipment (7)

22 Apply wind instrument 
after poor visibility to 
generate a warning (7)

23 BSAC regularly develops 
one of these, of course (5)

24 A wrong start before America 
gives rise to a cavity (5)

25 Marine vegetation for 
an oceanic wimp? (7)

DOWN
1 An old Ford navigational 
feature (7)

2 Eccentric gal, Vera, 
in finding part of the 
Iberian coastline (7)

3 Sounds like a South 
Western dive site on a 
French weekday (5)

4 Using 500 times you can 
do this to your mask (6)

5 Gozo ferry wrecked 
to make raw kale (7)

6 This chap is likely to 
be your dive guide in 
Salalah or Muscat (5) 

7 Instructors’ training 
acronym for starters (5)

13 His law is somewhat 
stressed (7)   

15 One of these puts 
you in mind of an aching 
molar and is definitely 
not recommended! (7)

16 Some of the keenest 
LED dive torches are 
wrapped up snugly (7)

17 If you go far, north, east, 
south you’ll eventually arrive 
at a classic UK dive site (6)

18 Many BSAC divers are old 
XXXXX but, when sorted, 
they can always produce 
these old vessels! (5) 

19 Original BSAC member 
deserves his Oscar (5)

21 Translation of 
Spanish coast is literally 
an anagram! (5)



Find out more about online learning at 

bsac.com/onlinelearning

New online learning hub
Ready to get creative with your training? Let’s get digital! We’re working to 
support clubs, centres and members in moving to online learning to continue 
their training.

• Programme of training webinars

• Catch-up webinars in case you miss the live sessions

• New video series: Dive skills to hone at home

• Support for clubs, centres and members transitioning to online learning



For more information 
on snorkelling with 
BSAC go to  
bsac.com/snorkelling

Looking to introduce snokelling into 
your club? Find out more at  
bsac.com/snorkellinginstructor

I had my first encounter with a dolphin in the UK. It was, unfortunately, only from 
a boat as we navigated the Moray Firth 
in my old haunt of North East Scotland. 

I admit to finding that first encounter a 
little intimidating. 
The population of bottlenose dolphins 

that inhabit these waters are the most 
northerly in the world and some of the 
largest. The adult can be four metres long 
and weigh 650kg. To put that in context, 
a large adult male grey seal tops out at 
a modest 400kg and a red deer stag is a 
paltry 200kg. When I first saw a big male, 
speeding alongside our RIB, roll effortless 
out of the water I was shocked at the size 
and absolute power of the animal. This 
was a true oceanic Olympian.
British waters abound with cetaceans, 

but we seldom encounter them on dives. 

A dolphin’s discretion
Snorkelling is the best way to see dolphins in the water, but the 
encounter always needs a willing participant, says Andy Torbet

Normally they remain offshore and the 
British diver is unlikely to see them on 
a wreck dive (the most common reason 
to go offshore in the UK diving scene). 
Even if they do come closer to shore, the 
visibility in our waters rarely allows us to 
see them underwater. As much as I want 
to promote snorkelling and encourage 
everyone to get involved, I have to 
concede that I have chanced upon 
dolphins and whales many times around 
Britain on a paddle board or sea-kayak 
but never snorkelling.
Years later in the Red Sea, between 

dives from our anchored liveaboard, 
a pod of bottlenose dolphins turned 
up. I immediately took to the waters 
with mask and snorkel in hand. In my 
haste and excitement, I’d not bothered 
to take the time to don my fins. But I 

didn’t want to furiously swim after the 
dolphins anyway, chasing them round 
and potentially upsetting them. With 
all animals I believe we should keep our 
distance and if they choose to approach 
then we remain in place and refrain from 
any sudden, excited movement. 
The dolphins did approach and 

swam around me for a few minutes. I 
bobbed on the surface watching them 
move gracefully around me before 
disappearing into the grey gloom. With 
the dolphins gone, I swam back to the 
boat and duck-dived to the seabed 
about 10 metres beneath. What I didn’t 
realise as I breast-stroked down was that 
the pod had returned. As I rolled above 
the sand to start for the surface, the 
dolphins were all around me. I ascended 
as slowly as my breath-hold would allow, 
corkscrewing continually to appreciate 
what surrounded me. As I did so the 
dolphins spiralled around me, escorting 
me back to the surface.
Most cetacean conservation groups 

discourage actively seeking out and 
swimming with whales and dolphins. And 
I would agree. However, if they, or other 
marine wildlife, turn up while I’m in the 
water and approach me, I’m happy to 
quietly observe, enjoy the privilege and 
wait until they decide to move on. 

TORBET ON THE TUBE
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Hannah Wakeford 
@StellarPlanet

Cleaned all my diving equipment 
that has been in my parents loft 
space for the past years I have been 
in the US. Also tested out my Buddy 
BCD and the bladder still holds air. 
Once this mess is over I am sending 
it all off for testing then getting 
some diving on!  
@BSACdivers

@lutonbsac

Thomas is on his deco stop during 
his night dive yesterday     

#stayhome #staysafe 
#staypositive #bsacdivers

@alexander.denny1

Practicing those tricky ‘split shots’ 
above and below water. Visibility 
was good but the sea state was 
rough.

#bsacdivers #justforfun 
#lockdownscuba

Severnside Sub Aqua Club (SSAC)

A great start to the Nautical 
Archaeological Society’s series of 
#CovEDtalks - Self-educating while 
self-isolating - from our 
BSAC - British Sub-Aqua Club 
buddy Mark Beattie-Edwards 
introducing thew London Ship 
Wreck and the #SaveTheLondon 
campaign! Join in next week & 
every Tuesday lunchtime at 12:30 - 
all FREE online!

Find us online at 

      britishsubaquaclub 
      bsacdivers 
      bsacdivers

Get social online
We’re keeping in touch with members and sharing all of the latest updates via 
our social media channels. Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter and 
Instagram for all the latest updates.
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